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Judging Remedies: Judicial Approaches to Housing Segregation

Peter H. Schuck*

Using the law to promote diversity in residential communities is probably more difficult than promoting it in any other public policy domain. Many reasons for this difficulty arise from the distinctive nature of housing markets, which in turn reflects the unique ethos that surrounds housing in American culture. Other problems are endemic to public law generally. In this Article, I discuss how the law has defined and handled the goal of residential diversity, a project in which the courts have taken a remarkable degree of policy initiative, rather than simply react to or implement policies developed by politicians and bureaucrats.

This Article is divided into five Parts. In order to frame the discussion that follows, Part I sketches the nature of housing markets and the regulatory context that shapes and constrains residential diversity policies. Part II examines the actual extent of America's residential diversity, finding much racial and social class diversity across residential communities but far less diversity within them. Here, we see how Americans, as individuals and as communities, actually define the residential diversity they seek in the market. Part III discusses how various theorists have formulated an ideal of residential diversity.

Part IV, the heart of this Article, is historical-empirical. I use three protracted litigations to show how governmental entities deploy law to pursue and instantiate the diversity ideal—almost always as a way to remedy past and continuing discrimination. The first, Mount Laurel,¹ began as a state court challenge to income-based discrimination in suburban housing under New Jersey law, but morphed into a permanent regulatory
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* Simon E. Baldwin Professor of Law, Yale Law School. An abbreviated version of this Article will appear as chapter 6 of Peter H. Schuck, Diversity in America: Keeping Government at a Safe Distance (forthcoming Harvard University Press 2003). I am grateful for comments on earlier drafts from Vicki Been, Andrew Beveridge, Robert Ellickson, Nathan Glazer, Jerrold Levy, John Payne, Michael Schill, Stephen Schuck, and David Sheingold; for excellent research assistance from Alexander Nguyen, Jessica Sebek, and Jacob Sullivan at Yale Law School; for the fine editorial assistance of Laura Mutterperl and Heather Butterfield at the Harvard Civil Rights-Civil Liberties Law Review; and for the generosity of the many people whom I interviewed in connection with this research.

program to promote affordable housing in all developing towns. The other two litigations, *Gautreaux*\(^2\) and *Yonkers*,\(^3\) were federal court challenges to the placement of public housing in areas where racial minorities were already concentrated. Because these cases took quite different remedial paths, they invite comparison.

Finally, Part V distills from these case studies several lessons for efforts to increase residential diversity. Litigation against recalcitrant communities is a crude, costly, often counterproductive tool for diversifying them. Resistance to diversity is greatest when communities think that government is forcing on them members of a social class who cannot afford the neighborhood’s housing. The government can minimize this resistance by providing new entrants with rent-equivalents that they can use, with the aid of mobility professionals, to negotiate quietly with landlords on a unit-by-unit basis.

\section*{I. Nature and Regulation of Housing Markets}

This Part provides a schematic account of the highly complex, diversified, fragmented, and intensely competitive residential housing market.\(^4\) In 1999, there were 119 million units in the nation’s housing stock. Of these, about 12% were vacant, 59% were owner-occupied, and 29% were rentals. That year, construction began of more than 1.6 million privately owned housing units (three-quarters single-family houses), 5.1 million existing one-family houses were sold, and 225,000 apartments were completed and rented. In 2000, home ownership reached 67.5%, with 69.8 million homeowners.\(^5\)

The industry, broadly defined, consists of literally millions of firms, most of them small and specialized. Home assemblers include homebuilders, contractors, home manufacturers and their dealers, and mobile home producers. These assemblers procure their materials from a network of specialized wholesalers and retailers who distribute the materials of a large number of manufacturers and processors. Land acquisition, preparation, and construction involve real estate developers, brokers, advertisers and marketers, lawyers, title insurance companies, zoning officials and experts, surveyors, designers, civil engineers, and possibly land
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\(^4\) This Part draws on Robert C. Ellickson & Vicki L. Been, Land Use Controls: Cases and Materials (2d ed. 2000). Ellickson and Been report that the nation’s largest homebuilder in 1993, Centex Corporation, accounted for under 1% of total national housing starts. Id. at 20. Concentration is usually greater in specific metropolitan areas; one study found that the combined market share of the four largest builders in several metropolitan areas was about 50%. Id.
planners and landscape architects. Much on-site construction work is performed by specialty subcontractors. Financing needed by builders, land wholesalers, developers, and buyers of completed sites and units is available through an array of lending institutions. Operation of apartments may involve superintendents, management firms, and maintenance workers.

The supply side of the market is risky, and profits are commensurate with risk. Construction schedules depend on weather, deliveries, bureaucratic delays, and unions. Builders often work with thin capitalization, much of which comes from large financial institutions with great leverage over them. The industry's financing and costs, like consumer demand, are sensitive to the business cycle in general and to interest rates in particular. An immense stock of existing housing hangs over and competes with the market for new units. Builders, developers, and contractors are literally tied to land and regulated by local building codes and zoning rules that are highly discretionary and whose administration depends on local knowledge and influence. 6 Although builders and developers have some exit power, their businesses tend to be territorially fixed and captive to local conditions. 7

The distinctive character of housing and the regulatory environment that constrains it makes the demand side of the market well-informed, competitive, and deliberate. The typical homeowner is not substantially diversified in an economic sense. Housing is the single most costly item that most consumers will ever purchase (or rent) and becomes by far their greatest asset. Homeowners or buyers usually expect to remain in a unit for a long time (even though Americans move every six years, on average). 8 Housing is among Americans' most important sources of enjoyment, security, and emotional well-being. Not surprisingly, then, Americans tend to shop for housing conservatively and carefully. They search out alternatives and compete against others for the units they want. Perhaps more so than for any other economic decision they make, consumers usually obtain considerable market information before making their decisions. The Internet is steadily reducing search costs while improving the ability to make informed decisions. Once a home is acquired, real or perceived threats to its value can create genuine financial and psychological risks to the family that owns it.

If homeowners are financially undiversified, their housing choices in the market are just the opposite. Housing demand is so individualized

---


8 U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, supra note 5, at tbl. 28 (sixteen percent of households move each year).
that the industry must offer an exceptionally wide range of units in terms of price, size, quality, amenities, and type. Mass-produced standardized units are often difficult to market because of the variations in consumer demand. Housing units increasingly are single-family homes, and more and more of these are custom-tailored to the desires of their first occupants. The era of Levittown-type cookie-cutter homes is over; today, even builders of tract homes usually offer potential buyers a range of models and options from which to choose.

Residential housing is probably regulated more heavily than any comparably diverse, fragmented, and competitive market. Although much of this regulation—especially zoning, building codes, development standards, tax programs, and other exactions and fees that shift infrastructure costs to developers—is local, all levels of government intervene in this market. They do so in many ways and with different policy goals, so it is not surprising that their interventions often have conflicting purposes. Some regulations, for example, are designed to reduce housing costs (e.g., financing disclosure requirements); others are designed to increase costs (e.g., the Davis-Bacon Act, which stifles wage competition). Some subsidize relatively well-off homeowners (e.g., the Federal Housing Administration mortgage interest deduction); others subsidize groups thought to have special housing needs or claims to assistance (e.g., veterans, the elderly, the poor, and the disabled). Some hope to revitalize declining urban neighborhoods (e.g., subsidies to inner-city housing); others promote suburbanization (e.g., The Fair Housing Act of 1968 mortgages). Some are intended to reduce sprawl (e.g., growth controls); others encourage it (e.g., large-lot zoning and duty-to-serve-all-comers rules). Some look to reduce negative externalities like pollution and noise (e.g., environmental and nuisance law); others encourage them (e.g., development subsidies). Some seek to reduce health risks (e.g., building codes); others increase such risks (e.g., industrial development bonds). Some would entrench existing residential patterns (e.g., rent control); others facilitate mobility (e.g., tax rollovers of gains on sales of homes). Some defer to the desire to exclude poor people (e.g., large-lot zoning); others constrain those desires (e.g., inclusionary zoning).

The conflicting purposes of these policies say nothing about their conflicting effects. This distinction is important because housing policies, mediated as they are by robust market forces and powerful political constituencies, often have unanticipated effects that deviate sharply from their animating purposes. Rent regulation in New York City is a particu-
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larly notorious and well-documented example. This scheme subsidizes more than one million units. Many of them are occupied by middle-class families fortunate or wily enough to have rent-controlled or -stabilized units at the expense of others, including low-income families whose access to affordable units is reduced because of the scheme's development disincentives. The Mount Laurel case study provides a second example of unanticipated effects: the conflict between exclusionary zoning (and other laws often justified by environmental and aesthetic considerations) and the goal of improving access for low-income people to the suburbs by reducing their housing costs. A third example, striking because of its magnitude, is the policy of subsidizing home ownership but not tenancy, which probably exacerbates the racial segregation that civil rights programs seek to combat. The Office of Management and Budget estimates the mortgage interest deduction alone will cost $67.5 billion per year by 2000, with the tax benefits concentrated among high-income owners in a few, large metropolitan areas.

For present purposes, our interest is in the particular regulatory policies that are driven by an affirmative commitment to one or another diversity ideal. These policies are few and far between because the ideal of residential diversity, which I elaborate below, is weak compared to two other, less integrative norms: the nondiscrimination principle and what I call classism.

These two norms require explication. Federal and local legislation seek to implement a policy against housing discrimination. The Fair Housing Act of 1968 ("FHA") (also known as Title VIII) prohibits discrimination in housing on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, family status, age, national origin, or handicap. Some state and local fair housing laws extend protection to other characteristics, like sexual orientation. Such laws assume that one should make one's housing choices in markets unimpeded by the bias of others. From this nondiscrimination

\[\text{\footnotesize 12 ANTHONY DOWNS, A RE-EVALUATION OF RESIDENTIAL RENT CONTROLS 61–63 (1996). There are dignity-based arguments favoring rent control, see, e.g., Margaret Jane Radin, Market Inalienability, 100 Harv. L. Rev. 1849 (1987), though, in my view, the advantages claimed by such arguments are outweighed by their disadvantages.}\]


\[\text{\footnotesize 14 See INGRID GOULD ELLEN, SHARING AMERICA'S NEIGHBORHOODS: THE PROSPECTS FOR STABLE RACIAL INTEGRATION 176 (2000) (finding that homeowners are more resistant to residential community integration).}\]

\[\text{\footnotesize 15 See CHRISTOPHER HOWARD, THE HIDDEN WELFARE STATE: TAX EXPENDITURES AND SOCIAL POLICY IN THE UNITED STATES (1997).}\]


\[\text{\footnotesize 17 Fair Housing Act § 804, 42 U.S.C. § 3604 (1994) (barring discrimination in the sale or rental of housing and other prohibited practices).}\]

perspective, whatever diversity is produced by independent market choices is optimal.

In contrast, classism countenances discrimination on the basis of wealth, income, social class, or perceived ability to pay. Classism is not only predictable, but normative as well; in a capitalist society, it seems like the natural order of things. A classist believes that one improves one's housing by ascending a ladder, reaching higher rungs only when one's ability to pay rises. Government, in this view, has no business inserting people who have not climbed the ladder in the customary way into a neighborhood they cannot afford, where the people who already live there can afford it through their own or their family's efforts. Such government action, Nathan Glazer writes, is "opposed by the strongest motives that move men and women, their concern for family, children, [and] property." These motives animate virtually all Americans regardless of race or ethnicity.

The case studies that form the bulk of this Article demonstrate the truth of Glazer's assertion. They illustrate the immense difficulties that arise when courts translate the nondiscrimination principle into an affirmative mandate to reconstruct residential neighborhoods that, like almost all neighborhoods in America, are deeply committed to classism. The nondiscrimination principle, which is also very widely held, does not translate well into an affirmative judicial mandate to reconstruct residential neighborhoods on more diverse lines. The judicial tools for undertaking this reconstruction are clumsy at best, often perverse, and can even de-legitimate judicial authority and the diversity ideal it brandishes. In Mount Laurel, the New Jersey Supreme Court invoked a principle it created out of whole cloth and that enjoys little political or moral support in an individualistic, market-oriented society—equal access to suburban communities regardless of ability to pay. In Yonkers, a defiant community and a strong-willed judge transmogrified the shining ideal of diversity as a remedy for past wrongs into a costly, protracted struggle over which of them would control the community's future, with the market serving as a silent, disciplining referee. The verdict in Yonkers seems clear: Everyone lost. Even the rule of law did not emerge unscathed. In Gautreaux, a similar debilitating struggle eventually produced a more hopeful solution, one that seeks to promote diversity by using the law to work imaginatively with the market, not, as in Yonkers, against it.

21 Nathan Glazer, We Are All Multiculturalists Now 146 (1997).
II. RESIDENTIAL DIVERSITY TODAY

This Part describes the extent of racial segregation and isolation in neighborhoods. It then considers this phenomenon in light of four likely contributing causes: racial prejudice, traditional residential clustering, the complex dynamics of white flight, and classism.

In 1993, sociologists Douglas Massey and Nancy Denton published an important book about racial segregation in residential communities entitled, provocatively, American Apartheid. To anyone who values community diversity, their findings were alarming. Relying mostly on 1980 census data and employing a variety of segregation measures, they found that “a substantial and marked decline in black segregation” occurred in certain smaller metropolitan areas between 1970 and 1980 but that segregation “continue[d] unabated” in the largest ones. Based on their limited analysis of 1990 census data, they found that segregation dissipated very slowly in northern cities during the 1980s and that “modest but significant declines” had occurred in six of twelve southern cities.

Not included in Massey and Denton’s study is preliminary data from the 2000 census that show some reduction in minority segregation, particularly in high-growth areas. The data also suggest that the suburbs of major metropolitan areas are becoming much more racially and ethnically diverse. Minorities now constitute 27% of their population, up from 19% in 1990, with the greatest increase occurring, again, in high-growth areas. More than half of Asians, almost half of Hispanics, and 39% of blacks in these metropolitan areas live in the suburbs, with Hispanics showing the greatest increases. Nevertheless, blacks’ residential isolation (one measure of segregation) is greater than that of other minority groups and has declined more slowly than for any other minority group, including non-black immigrants.

American Apartheid has been widely praised and much cited. Nonetheless, even some of the authors’ admirers have challenged their
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23 Id. at 109–10.
26 Id. at 1, 6.
27 Id. at 1, 12.
methodology, interpretations, and prescriptions, and the book’s claim that racial prejudice is the overwhelming cause of residential segregation. The racial isolation that the preliminary 2000 Census data suggests clearly has a number of causes, but there is little consensus on the relative significance of each of them.

A. Racial Prejudice

The history of racial prejudice, enforced by both public policy and the practices of private developers, brokers, and housing consumers, surely explains much of today’s segregation. Although the extent and intensity of racism have declined markedly in recent decades, the residential patterns it produced have great staying power. Because people make large investments in their housing and plan to occupy it for many years, the effects of individual, group, and neighborhood choices may persist much longer than the racial attitudes that originally influenced them. Neighborhood demographics constantly change, of course, but the process is usually quite gradual.

B. Clustering

Much of the observed racial isolation might be caused by other, less invidious factors and even by benign ones. Family composition, income, property and income tax rates, access to jobs and transit, and other seemingly neutral market factors powerfully affect housing choices. Ethnic groups in the United States have always clustered together in enclaves until they felt comfortable in the dominant culture—but they have also clustered afterwards to some extent. For straightforward economic and social reasons, as well as for more elusive psychological ones, much of this clustering would occur even in the absence of discrimination, as the clustering of even higher-income Latinos and Asians today suggests.

For small entrepreneurs trying to gain a market foothold, ethnic affinities can create a natural customer base. This is especially true for those who provide food, clothing, housing, and personal services for

---


30 See generally MASSEY & DENTON, supra note 22.

which knowledge of a group’s distinctive preferences, speech patterns, and customs is highly valued. Ethnic networks in the community constitute efficient sources of information about religious, social, and economic opportunities. For many products and services, ethnic enclaves also generate scale economies such as personal and business reputation, whose reliability and value depend in large part on the number of people who know the individual or firm from repeated, face-to-face contacts, family ties, and back-fence gossip.

Perhaps ironically, America’s ethnic diversity contributes to this clustering. Pietro Nivola contends that the flow of immigrants to American cities helps to explain the greater urban sprawl compared with European cities, and that this sprawl facilitates clustering even as it reduces population density. People from very diverse backgrounds, Nivola says, want to live near those with whom they have ethnic ties and choose to spread out rather than live close to those who are so different. “Plainly stated, a good deal of sprawl in this country may be a necessary complement to its extreme multiculturalism.” But the racial and ethnic clustering in neighborhoods is more complex even than this; for example, economic segregation is growing within racial groups.

C. The Dynamics of White Flight

More than three decades ago, economist Thomas Schelling analyzed a social process that leads ineluctably to more racial segregation than people actually want. Individual choices in the housing market, Schelling demonstrated, can transform small differences in groups’ attitudes about neighborhood diversity into relatively high levels of segregation. Under such conditions, according to Schelling’s analysis, almost all configurations will be unstable and vulnerable to rapid change: “A moderate urge to avoid small-minority status may cause a nearly integrated pattern to unravel and highly segregated neighborhoods to form.” Unless blacks and whites do not have any preferences about neighborhood composition or their preferences happen to converge on the identical integration level, the unraveling process will ensue and segregated housing


33 Nivola, supra note 32, quoted in Rybczynski, supra note 19, at 70. See also Janny Scott, Amid A Sea of Faces, Islands of Segregation, N.Y. TIMES, June 18, 2001, at A1 (examining ethnic clustering in diverse communities).


patterns will persist or even grow. In fact, however, the groups’ preferences may differ significantly. As Nathan Glazer has noted, “the neighborhood that blacks would like, 50 percent black, is one that most whites would move away from, making it close to 100 percent black.”

Efforts to arrest this seemingly inexorable process almost always fail. As Schelling emphasized, the dynamics of flight in such communities reflect what game theorists call a collective action problem that rationality deepens rather than solves. Each family, guided by its self-interest, will act in ways that leave it worse off (fleeing) than the family would have been had it agreed with its neighbors to do what would make them all better off (remain). The problem arises because such an agreement is hard to enforce. Each family has an incentive to defect from the agreement unless it knows that all families will comply, yet all the other families have the same incentive to defect. Thus, a white family may be perfectly happy to remain in a town into which black families are moving. But if it thinks that (1) other white families are ready to flee, (2) it has no way to prevent them from doing so, and (3) it will be worse off if they do flee, then the white family will want to flee first and no agreement by others to remain will dissuade it from doing so.

Can the law solve this problem by enforcing an agreement to maintain racial balance? Probably not, Starrett City suggests. Starrett City was a large development in New York, aimed at a middle-class market and was heavily subsidized by the state and federal governments. It maintained a “managed waiting list” for admissions designed to ensure that 70% of its occupants were white. Using separate waiting lists for whites and blacks, Starrett City let apartments sit empty and kept prospective black tenants waiting until it could find white families to fill the quota. Supported by some strong advocates of housing integration, Starrett City claimed that its system, which community leaders had demanded as the price of overcoming their opposition to the project, was essential to forestall white flight and maintain integration. Indeed, the state housing agency had subsidized the vacancies resulting from this system to help Starrett City attract and retain middle-income (mostly white) tenants who would only move to the project if they were assured that it would not “tip” racially, causing other whites to flee. In 1988, the

37 Glazer, supra note 29, at 40. But see Richard P. Taub et al., Paths of Neighborhood Change: Race and Crime in Urban America 150 (1984) (finding that the wording of survey questions affects the preferences expressed by blacks, that “[t]he percentage of blacks who are tolerant of all racial mixtures up to extreme minority or extreme majority status for themselves is quite high,” and that this affects models predicting the dynamics of tipping).

38 United States v. Starrett City Assocs., 840 F.2d 1096 (2d Cir. 1988).

39 “Tipping” refers to a disequilibrium dynamic in which whites would leave, making the project “blacker,” thus encouraging more whites to leave, and so on until the project—and the local schools and perhaps the neighborhood as a whole—might become entirely black.
United States Supreme Court let stand a Second Circuit decision invalidating the quota system under the Fair Housing Act, even though the system’s purpose was to prevent white flight and promote racial integration.40

The metaphors of white flight and unraveling, however, are a bit misleading, or at least are incomplete insofar as the actual dynamics of racial segregation in housing are concerned. Ingrid Gould Ellen, an analyst of neighborhood transitions, has shown that racial composition affects entry decisions more than exit decisions: “white avoidance”—the decisions of whites living in all-white neighborhoods not to move into integrated neighborhoods—contributes more to the racial composition of those neighborhoods than white flight. She has found that this is also true, albeit to a much smaller extent, of black avoidance of all-white neighborhoods.41

The analyses of Schelling and Ellen raise an extremely important question going to the very essence of racism: is the fact that one has a preference about the optimal level of racial or ethnic integration in one’s community proof of racism or ethnic bias? To put the question more provocatively: would even a white person who wants to live in a neighborhood that is 90% black, or a black person who wants hers to be 90% white, be guilty of racism simply because she is not indifferent to the racial composition of the neighborhood or because she prefers a mix that differs from the demographic distribution of society as a whole?

There is no agreed-upon answer to this question, but some answers are more convincing than others. In thinking about this question, we must be mindful of Schelling’s ultimate irony: one who wants to live in an integrated neighborhood or (to avoid a circular definition) a neighborhood in which no resident has any preference concerning its racial composition, cannot be indifferent to the race of her neighbors lest she end up with more segregation than she wants. For so long as the neighbors have preferences about this, their preferences (if different from hers) can trigger a process that will remorselessly generate an equilibrium of less integration than she (and perhaps they) want. If merely having a preference for some degree of racial diversity indicts one as a racist, then most blacks, and not just whites, are guilty—including those who desire a high level of integration.42

40 Id. See also Davis v. N.Y. City Hous. Auth., 278 F.3d 64 (2d Cir. 2002). In an interesting variation on the quota theme, the Second Circuit recently invalidated a trial court’s effort to racially configure a jury in a criminal case. United States v. Nelson, 277 F.3d 164 (2d Cir. 2002).

41 ELLEN, supra note 14, at 2–3.

42 I can think of only two ways to avoid such an absurd characterization. One would be to evaluate the preferred levels directly: a white person who preferred, say, fewer than 50% of her neighbors to be black would be considered, perhaps only presumptively, to be a racist. But any number (even an extremely low one) would be quite arbitrary, especially since we would be unable to determine the extent to which that number took into account
The point of Schelling's analysis, and my use of it, is not to deny the existence of racism in housing decisions but rather to suggest how misleading it would be to infer racism simply from one's neighborhood choice. In fact, the problem is even more complex. To see why, we need look no further than Jonathan Rieder's fine ethnography of Canarsie, a working class Brooklyn neighborhood into which blacks were beginning to move when he studied it in the early 1980s. Canarsie's resistance in the face of what it saw as convulsive change is a finely etched and depressing portrait of racism—a racism so explicit in the residents' words that one need not infer it from their conduct. Rieder also shows, however, that even in Canarsie, some motives had less to do with racial hostility per se than with anxieties familiar to all Americans, black or white, that arise out of their predictions about how the independent choices of their existing neighbors will affect them, their children, their neighborhood, their vulnerability to crime, and their property values. One would expect middle-class blacks, no less than whites, to resist the building of nearby housing projects or the in-migration of poor people, and for the same reasons: concerns about crime, property values, school quality, and the like. The fact that these predictions become self-fulfilling prophecies, or might have proved wrong had not so many made and acted on them, is tragic but, in Schelling's sense, irrelevant. The people doing the predicting are not social scientists, and the accuracy of their predictions depends on the choices of others who are keenly aware of white flight and unwilling to behave heroically in the face of risk.

The notion that race per se plays only a secondary role in causing racial and economic change in urban neighborhoods is a central finding of a study published in 1984 by Richard Taub and associates. The Taub study used statistical techniques and cross-community analyses to compare eight neighborhoods in Chicago that varied in crime rates, racial stability, and housing market trends, and it sought to disentangle the complex factors that cause neighborhoods to tip. It found that individual residents make the decisions contributing to neighborhood change largely on the basis of their perceptions of the risk of crime and deterioration; that both blacks and whites know that these problems tend to be more severe in minority-concentrated neighborhoods; that racial stereotypes, while operative, influence these decisions less than the realities of crime.

45 See TAUB, supra note 37, at 186–90.
and deterioration; and that "once forces are set in motion for the withdrawal of white residents, there is little individuals acting alone can do to reverse the pattern, nor are there likely to be many who would be willing to try." The Taub study concluded that "[e]ven with higher levels of tolerance and a substantial black middle class, some sort of firm undergirding is necessary to allow citizens to take hold." 46

Ingrid Gould Ellen's research confirms a similar race-based neighborhood stereotyping model. According to this model, blacks and whites alike associate predominantly black neighborhoods with high crime, poor schools, and declining property values, and on this basis they decline (if they have a choice) to move there. 48 Sound policymaking requires a distinction between aversion to black neighborhoods and aversion to blacks as individuals, but doing so, as Ellen emphasizes, is both morally and empirically complex.

Indeed, integrating residential neighborhoods is even more difficult. The Taub study found that corporations, universities, and other institutions with major fixed assets and stakes in neighborhoods can provide the necessary signals to trigger a "virtuous cycle" that sometimes enables even neighborhoods with large low-income populations to remain racially integrated. 49 On the other hand, Celebration, a planned community in Florida that went to extraordinary lengths to foster racial diversity, abjectly failed to achieve it. Celebration's experience suggests that even strong institutional commitment is often insufficient to overcome the forces impelling suburban segregation. Despite pro-integration advertising, an integrated sales force, inclusion of affordable units near more expensive homes, and even a buyers' lottery to prevent racial discrimination, only 1% of Celebration's residents are black and 7% are Hispanic in a county that is 6% black and 29% Hispanic. 50

D. Classism

Classism explains much residential segregation. Indeed, the distinction between racism and classism is pivotal. American popular culture, morality, and law treat them very differently, particularly as concerns residential choices. Although racism is categorically illegal in all but the most private contexts, the law bars classism only when it works to deny voting rights, access to the courts, legal counsel in serious criminal cases, and a few other basic incidents of common citizenship. 51 In all other re-

46 See TAUB, supra note 37, at 186.
47 See id.
48 See ELLEN, supra note 14, at 4–5.
49 See TAUB, supra note 37, at 186–88.
spects, the law protects, or even permits, classism. Housing is no exception. Residential isolation by class is the norm, especially at the building or block level, and even advocates of class integration of communities seek to do so only at the level of the neighborhood or larger community. Whereas many minorities live in predominantly white neighborhoods, unsubsidized low-income people cannot afford to live in more affluent areas. Moreover, the federal government strongly reinforces this class stratification, spending more than twice as much on the mortgage interest deduction as on all housing programs for the poor, such as Section 8 rental vouchers and public housing, discussed below.

Distinguishing racism from classism is no easy matter. Racial isolation in neighborhoods is over-determined. With race and income highly correlated, minorities and the poor are often the same people and thus the targets of both racism and classism. It is difficult to determine if a decision that disadvantages a racial minority is motivated by racism, classism, or both, as racism and classism may prompt identical behavior. Still, classism cannot fully explain blacks' residential isolation; some analysts think it only explains a small part. Solving this causal puzzle requires, at a minimum, a much clearer definition of classism and its normatively proper limits than we now possess. Another complication is that racists can try to escape the moral censure (and sometimes illegality) that racism now arouses by couching their words in more acceptable classist terms. Finally, there is a problem of asymmetric information between whites who already live in a community and blacks seeking to enter it. Well-publicized government efforts to increase residential diversity by building affordable housing projects may lead some whites to assume that all blacks moving into their community are government-subsidized and of a lower social class, especially when the blacks cannot readily signal the contrary and the whites cannot easily ascertain the

"under the Constitution ... the class of disadvantaged 'poor' cannot be identified or defined in customary equal protection terms").
52 Id.
53 See HOWARD, supra note 15, at 27–28 ("Subsidies for home ownership comprise almost all housing tax expenditures, to the tune of $90 billion per year. Tax subsidies for rental housing and low-income housing come to a few billion dollars at most.").
54 See generally DAVID RUSK, CITIES WITHOUT SUBURBS (1993) (arguing that, in many ways, the poverty problem is a race problem).
55 Hazelwood Sch. Dist. v. United States, 433 U.S. 299, 307–08 (1977) ("Where gross statistical disparities can be shown, they alone may in a proper case constitute ... proof of a pattern or practice of [racial] discrimination."). The law sometimes tries to manage this indeterminacy by barring unbiased practices that nevertheless have a "disparate impact" on minorities. For example, the implementing regulations of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibit educational programs that receive federal assistance from acting in ways that "have the effect of defeating or substantially impairing accomplishment of the program as respect individuals of a particular race, color, or national origin." 34 C.F.R. § 100.3(b)(2) (1999).
truth of the matter.\footnote{A similar asymmetry contributes to the stigma borne by blacks in selective schools that are suspected of using racial preferences. See generally George Akerlof, The Market for ‘Lemons’: Quality Uncertainty and the Market Mechanism, 84 Q.J. ECON. 488 (1970).} For this reason, subsidizing through vouchers, discussed below, may be preferable. After all, vouchers make it hard for anyone other than a landlord to identify who is being subsidized.

Whatever the precise mix of causes for racial isolation, it constitutes one of America’s most serious social problems. Racial isolation practically ensures the continuation of inequalities in education, employment, culture, personal networks, freedom from crime, and the many other opportunities, amenities, and freedoms that are related to location. The interaction of classism and racism makes racial isolation in neighborhoods and attendant social inequalities both socially destructive and difficult to remedy. As the case studies will reveal, however, some solutions are more promising than others.

III. IDEALS OF RESIDENTIAL DIVERSITY

This Part explores different visions of why communities do and should seek visual, functional, demographic, and other kinds of diversity. I discuss the visions advanced by four leading ideals of residential community that have influenced judges, politicians, interest groups, commentators, and the public. Along with the norms of nondiscrimination and classism, these ideals—localism (Charles Tiebout), demographic and activity diversity (Jane Jacobs), neighborhood connectivity (Andres Duany, Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk, and Jeff Speck—collectively representing the New Urbanism Movement), and dispersal of low-income and minority communities to the suburbs (Anthony Downs)—help to shape the competing conceptions of neighborhood diversity that collided in Mount Laurel, Gautreaux, and Yonkers.

A. Charles Tiebout

In a famous 1956 article, economist Charles Tiebout proposed a model to account both for how individuals decide among the variety of communities in which they might choose to live, and for how different communities decide, through their local governments, which public goods and services to provide to their residents.\footnote{See Charles M. Tiebout, A Pure Theory of Local Expenditures, 64 J. POLIT. ECON. 416 (1956). The following discussion of Tiebout draws as well from William A. Fischel, Municipal Corporations, Homeowners, and the Benefit View of the Property Tax, in PROPERTY TAXATION AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT FINANCE 33, 33–68 (Wallace E. Oates ed., 2001).} He addressed the “free rider” problem that afflicts “public goods”: everyone shares an incentive not to pay for goods such as clean air or police protection, as they can
enjoy them without paying their costs. Because the market will not pro-
provide such goods and government will be unable, for the same reason, to
convince voter-taxpayers to pay for them, they will either be under-
provided (relative to people's preferences) or not provided at all.\footnote{Fischel, supra note 58, at 33–36.} Tie-
bout's innovation was to suggest that local governments might not be
subject to the free rider problem for a large class of public goods. Each
community offers residents a distinctive package combining different
types and levels of public goods and taxes, and potential residents "vote
with their feet" for whichever package they prefer. This behavior, Tiebout
argued, enables residents with similar taxing and spending preferences to
group themselves in communities that satisfy them.\footnote{Id. at 35.}

Subsequent research by others showed that inter-municipal differ-
ences in local taxes and spending are capitalized in housing prices, that
zoning restrictions help to stabilize these arrangements and keep the poor
from upsetting a community's equilibrium too much, and that the model
must include political factors affecting a community's ability to make
 collective decisions of this kind.\footnote{Id. at 36–68.} For our purposes, Tiebout's model has
an important, empirically demonstrable implication: in a society like the
United States, which localizes taxing and spending decisions, people use
their housing market choices to express their preferences for different
kinds of communities.

Tiebout's choice model helps to explain why different communities
permit diverse patterns of property use. In almost all communities, some
combination of decisions by private developers, neighborhood groups,
and public zoning boards restrict numerous aspects of property use and
activity, such as aesthetics, animal ownership, signage, subdivision, lot
size, building materials, setbacks, commercial activity, household com-
position, and environmental controls. Courts, moreover, may augment
these restrictions through nuisance law. Although constitutional, statu-
tory, and other common law principles limit communities' power to im-
pose such restrictions, they still enjoy broad discretion.\footnote{See generally Ellickson & Been, supra note 4, at 922–23.} Property use
decisions, like decisions concerning taxes, spending, and public goods,
are mostly left to individual communities. By allowing each community
to reduce its \textit{internal} diversity in property use and activity, the system
enlarges the diversity \textit{among} communities. Again, some trade-off be-
tween these diversity goals is inescapable.

Tiebout's choice model contrasts starkly with what Robert Ellickson
and Vicki Been call a "Waring Blender model." In this model, each
neighborhood would have all types of land uses and all types of house-
holds in proportion to their representation in the entire metropolitan area.
Unlike Tiebout, the "Waring Blender model produces great diversity within neighborhoods, but no diversity between them, and thus may limit the variety of residential choices available to households." In the case studies that follow, I explore this crucial distinction and the trade-offs that it entails.

B. Jane Jacobs

Jacobs is without question the most influential analyst of neighborhoods. Her 1961 book _The Death and Life of Great American Cities_ quickly achieved the status of a classic. A paean to diversity within and among urban neighborhoods, the book analyzed the conditions that generate and sustain diversity and rendered a withering indictment of the top-down, monochromatic (as Jacobs saw it) visions of urban planners. Jacobs's ideal of diversity concerned the communities that she believed arise naturally and spontaneously in urban neighborhoods when they are left free to meet human needs, as defined by ordinary people from the bottom-up. These needs include the desire for frequent and casual interactions, unexpected encounters, heterogeneous vistas, a jumble of mixed land uses, uncoordinated sidewalk activity, reduced auto traffic, a profusion of small neighborhood meeting places and institutions, buildings of varying age and composition, short blocks and frequent turnings, irregular lots, "eyes on the street" to look after children and assure safety, and density of population and activities. Jacobs excoriated the urban renewal and massive highway construction projects that were substituting artificial, sterile, homogeneous, over-sized, and predictable districts for these more natural conditions.

In light of the analysis in the remainder of this Article, it is significant that the diversities Jacobs extolled in her ideal neighborhoods had everything to do with the diversity of land uses, visual factors, and intensive human interactions, and little to do with the racial and class attributes of the denizens per se. This is not because Jacobs was indifferent to race and class integration; she clearly placed a very high value on it. But she thought that such integration results from the presence of other diversities. Absent those diversities, segregation will continue. If they can be encouraged, however, "no... slum need be perpetual."

James Scott's critique of "high modernism" in city planning finds additional virtues in Jacobs's ideal of neighborhood diversity:

---

63 Id. at 923.
65 See generally id. at 143–240.
66 On the importance of the idea of nature in Jacobs's work, see generally JANE JACOBS, THE NATURE OF ECONOMIES (2000).
67 JACOBS, supra note 64, at 273.
While Jacobs makes a convincing case for mixed use and complexity by examining the micro-origins of public safety, civic trust, visual interest, and convenience, there is a larger argument to be made for cross-use and diversity. Like the diverse old-growth forest, a richly differentiated neighborhood . . . is, virtually by definition, a more resilient and durable neighborhood. Economically, the diversity of its commercial assets . . . makes it less vulnerable to economic downturns. At the same time its diversity provides many opportunities for economic growth in upturns. Like monocropped forests, single-purpose districts, although they may initially catch a boom, are especially susceptible to stress. The diverse neighborhood is more sustainable.68

Economic stability, then, may be another benefit of Jacobs's vision of diverse land uses and organic neighborhood development.

C. New Urbanists

The architects, city planners, and other urbanologists who constitute the New Urbanism movement endorse some of Jacobs's diversity values but diverge from her in important respects, in part because of their preoccupation with suburban rather than city neighborhoods. The movement's leading exponents, Andres Duany, Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk, and Jeff Speck, identify the great vice as suburban sprawl that is caused by federal policy, local zoning laws, and the demands of the automobile. In its stead, they propose six fundamental rules for suburbs in their 2000 book, Suburban Nation: (1) a clear neighborhood center or focus; (2) pedestrian-friendly policies that place life's daily needs within walking distance; (3) a street network, preferably a grid, with relatively small blocks, straight streets, and "connectivity" of all compatible land uses; (4) narrow, versatile streets with trees; (5) mixed use zoning that clusters buildings of similar size and ordinarily brings them close to the sidewalks; and (6) special siting for civic buildings, which represent the collective identity and aspirations of the community.69

Unlike Tiebout and Jacobs, New Urbanists explicitly denounce the income segregation of communities and of neighborhoods within communities. They advocate several measures designed to integrate affordable units into relatively wealthy blocks and neighborhoods.70 For example, they propose to scatter affordable units among market-rate units in a

68 JAMES C. SCOTT, SEEING LIKE A STATE: HOW CERTAIN SCHEMES TO IMPROVE THE HUMAN CONDITION HAVE FAILED 138 (1998).
70 Id. at 43–55.
1:10 ratio, and to eliminate restrictions on outbuildings and on apartments that are above or below stores.

D. Anthony Downs

Anthony Downs, an innovative economist and real estate industry expert, has focused more than Jacobs and the New Urbanists on the social and economic evils of segregating communities by income and race. In a 1973 book entitled Opening Up the Suburbs, Downs detailed what has come to be known as the “geography of opportunity.”71 Facilitating the ability of low- and moderate-income people to move to more prosperous, largely white suburbs, he claimed, would increase their social and economic mobility and opportunities. In turn, this suburban diversity would ameliorate other conditions associated with recalcitrant inner-city poverty and eventually produce racial integration. More recently, analysts such as William Julius Wilson, Gerald Frug, Michael Schill, and Richard Thompson Ford, have reached similar conclusions, though by somewhat different analytical paths.72

A broad consensus has long existed that greater residential mobility and access to suburban jobs for low-income families and racial minorities, especially blacks, is essential not only for them but also for American society as a whole. In this sense, residential diversity is a leading policy goal. What remains to be considered is what role law can and should play in pursuing it.

Of all the diversity ideals being actively debated in the area of housing policy, the most controversial and difficult are those relating to class and race and the relationship between them. A community’s diversity ideals regarding the design, size, and cost of homes, the mix of publicly provided goods, services, and amenities, and the patterns of property use and activity are largely defined by people’s individual choices in the housing market. These choices instantiate a kind of meta-diversity ideal. Residential diversity should be a function of personal predilection, which no independent, communal ideal of diversity can override. Although ideals such as nondiscrimination against protected minorities, nuisance law, and environmental safety can trump individual choices and affect residential diversity, these ideals promote values other than diver-

71 ANTHONY DOWNS, OPENING UP THE SUBURBS: AN URBAN STRATEGY FOR AMERICA (1973).
Nondiscrimination, for example, may have the effect of increasing diversity, but this is not its central justification.

Much the same is true of choices about the ethnic, racial, or class characteristics of one's neighbors. In selecting neighborhoods, individuals consider the kinds of people with whom they want to interact, taking into account whatever personal factors they deem relevant. With limited exceptions, the law enforces such choices. But it has sometimes formulated different diversity ideals regarding race and class and then ordered communities to implement them. The case studies that follow provide examples.

IV. THE LAW AND RESIDENTIAL DIVERSITY: THREE CASE STUDIES

In Part I, I noted that the nondiscrimination principle embodied in fair housing laws is a constraint on all housing markets. The law, however, has sometimes gone beyond the nondiscrimination principle to impose an affirmative obligation on government to increase diversity in ways that judges, not markets, define and implement. The tasks of defining and implementing diversity are more difficult than the courts imagined, however, and their Herculean efforts have borne little fruit. Indeed, Promethean might be a more apt adjective, as their efforts have entailed laborious persistence, mythic hubris, and tragic failure.

I illustrate these points by examining three examples of judicial policymaking aimed at increasing demographic diversity in housing. I begin with the epic Mount Laurel litigation, which involved a state law remedy—first judicial, now administrative—for what the court viewed as class discrimination against low- and moderate-income families in suburban housing in New Jersey. By way of comparison, I discuss Gautreaux, which challenged racial bias in Chicago's public housing projects and fashioned a different, more effective remedy aimed at both racial and class barriers to the migration of black families to Chicago's suburbs. The Gautreaux strategy devised a more successful, though not unproblematic, path largely through a remedy that relied more on market mechanisms and less on legal compulsion. Finally, drawing on my own field work, I turn to the tortuous Yonkers litigation, which I describe in much greater detail. Like Gautreaux, the Yonkers court found racism in the placement of public housing developments. Yet, even with the lesson of Gautreaux before it, the Yonkers court still did not find its way and decreed a remedy similar to one that the Gautreaux court originally ordered but ultimately found unavailing.

---


A. Mount Laurel

In the quarter-century since the initial decision, Mount Laurel has become the icon of legal, and especially judicial, approaches to the economic integration of communities in the face of classist practices. In 1971, a group of low- and moderate-income families sued Mount Laurel, a sprawling, developing suburban township in New Jersey, claiming that its exclusionary zoning practices excluded them from the community in violation of the state constitution. Exclusionary zoning practices take a variety of specific forms, including limitations on non-residential uses or housing types, requirements for maximum building or occupant densities, and requirements for minimum lot sizes, building setbacks, or floor areas. Each type of exclusionary zoning has the effect, and often the purpose, of increasing housing costs, which inevitably reduces the number of affordable units for low-income persons.

The cost-increasing effect of exclusionary zoning creates a formidable obstacle to any legal challenge to such practices. First, as noted earlier, most Americans do not regard classist exclusions, as distinguished from racist ones, as a social problem. They do not think it unjust if people live only in communities that they can afford. Second, the law permits communities to pursue a variety of legitimate purposes (e.g., limiting pollution or congestion) through zoning techniques that sometimes have intended or unintended exclusionary effects. This means that even in a community that bars zoning for classist purposes, an effective legal challenge must show that the community’s facially neutral, ostensibly legitimate purposes are in fact a pretext for a classist one.

Nevertheless, the trial court upheld the plaintiffs’ claim in 1972, and, three years later, the New Jersey Supreme Court affirmed in Mount Laurel I. The court assumed that Mount Laurel’s zoning was designed not to exclude the poor or minorities but to minimize the tax burdens occasioned by the additional public services that a more populous and congested community would require. The court held that Mount Laurel had
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76 See discussion supra Part I.3.

77 The mayor of Mount Laurel issued a statement to this effect in the speech that triggered the Mount Laurel litigation: “If you people can’t afford to live in our town, then you’ll just have to leave.” See KIRK, supra note 75, at 2.

78 See Mount Laurel I, 336 A.2d at 713.

79 For a different view, see DAVID L. KIRK, ALMOST HOME: AMERICA’S LOVE-HATE RELATIONSHIP WITH COMMUNITY ch. 3 (2000).
violated a state constitutional provision requiring all police powers, including zoning, to promote the general welfare. Significantly, the court based its decision entirely on exclusionary zoning's adverse effects on general welfare, not on its racially discriminatory effects.80

As a developing municipality, Mount Laurel must, by its land use regulations, make realistically possible the opportunity for an appropriate variety and choice of housing for all categories of people who may desire to live there, of course including those of low and moderate income. It must permit multi-family housing, without bedroom or similar restrictions, as well as small dwellings on very small lots, low cost housing of other types and, in general, high density zoning, without artificial and unjustifiable minimum requirements as to lot size, building size and the like, to meet the full panoply of these needs.81

The court went on to impose an affirmative duty on every developing municipality to bear its “fair share” of the regional burden, without defining this critical concept. It allowed Mount Laurel ninety days to amend its zoning system to correct the constitutional deficiencies. The court held that in the future, a municipality would have the “heavy burden” of justifying its system once a plaintiff demonstrated that the system prevented the creation of affordable housing for low- and moderate-income families.82

The many procedural, substantive, and remedial uncertainties that Mount Laurel I failed to resolve unleashed a flood of litigation by would-be homeowners and builders seeking to invalidate municipal zoning restrictions. In 1981, the New Jersey Supreme Court consolidated six of these cases, ordering the litigants to participate in a highly unusual, three-day, legislative-type hearing, and to answer twenty-four questions put to them in advance.

Two years later, the court issued its decision in Mount Laurel II.83 This ruling surely qualifies as one of the most extraordinary judicial opinions ever written. In scathing terms, the court denounced the state's developing municipalities for their “blatantly exclusionary” zoning laws
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and their "determination to exclude the poor."\(^{84}\) The court chastised the state legislature for failing to protect poor people's constitutional rights.\(^{85}\) Additionally, the court criticized the lower courts for having allowed the municipalities to delay and defeat the plaintiffs' claims under *Mount Laurel I* through endless and costly litigation.\(^ {86}\) More than ten years after the trial court's order in that case, the court noted that *Mount Laurel* had made absolutely no progress.\(^ {87}\)

In order to cut through this morass, the court performed what Rutgers Law School professor John Payne calls a "gut rehab" of *Mount Laurel I*.\(^ {88}\) Abandoning most of the decision, it prescribed a remarkably detailed set of rules that municipalities and the lower courts would have to follow in implementing its order. The court divided New Jersey into three areas, assigned a trial judge to each, and ordered that any future *Mount Laurel* litigation be assigned to the judge according to the area in which the case arose. The judge, assisted by special masters, was to determine the numerical fair shares of affordable housing for each municipality located in a growth area (no longer just developing municipalities) in each housing region. The court left key regulatory definitions to future elaboration based on the State Development Guide Plan ("SDGP"), a regional planning document that a state agency had drawn up several years earlier for more limited purposes.

For municipalities to meet their fair share obligations, the court noted, they might have to do more than eliminate excessive zoning, subdivision restrictions, and exactions that impeded the construction of affordable housing.

Affirmative governmental devices should be used . . . including low-income density bonuses and mandatory set-asides. Furthermore the municipality should cooperate with the developer's attempts to obtain federal subsidies. For instance, where federal subsidies depend on the municipality providing certain municipal tax treatment allowed by state statutes for low-income housing, the municipality should make a good faith effort to provide it.\(^ {89}\)

Municipalities had to offer "affirmative inducements to make the opportunity real," including subsidies.\(^ {90}\) It would no longer suffice for a mu-
municipality to rezone land to permit low-income housing as well as other, more profitable and more expensive housing.\textsuperscript{91}

Most important, the court evidenced a firm resolve to use the profit motive to power the reform process. Lower courts, it held, must allow a direct remedy to builders who propose projects that include a “substantial amount of low-income housing”\textsuperscript{92} consistent with “sound zoning and planning concepts, including its environmental impact.”\textsuperscript{93} Such builders could legally challenge the validity of municipal laws and conduct. If they prevailed, they could proceed with their projects, which usually included “inclusionary zoning” provisions requiring that at least twenty percent of the units be affordable to low-income families.

While warning the lower courts to prevent abuses of this “builder’s remedy,” the New Jersey Supreme Court surely anticipated that this would prove to be the most powerful lever for change under Mount Laurel. The court’s predictions proved accurate—developers, rather than poor people or non-profit groups, have filed nearly all the subsequent lawsuits.\textsuperscript{94} In effect, the court empowered the lower courts to rewrite municipal zoning ordinances within ninety days when necessary to produce the required low-income housing.\textsuperscript{95}

Mount Laurel II was a breathtaking assertion of judicial power, policymaking initiative, and remedial innovation. Even Charles Haar, a Harvard Law School professor and admirer of the decision, concedes that the court was so determined to put “steel into its Mount Laurel Doctrine” that it invited the legislature to undertake the task, while warning that the constitutional duty must not be compromised by conventional remedial limitations.\textsuperscript{96} Eager builders, taking the court at its word, filed about 140 lawsuits by June of 1985.\textsuperscript{97}

Application of the Mount Laurel II formulas to particular municipalities, laws, and proposals generated a new round of conflicts. Two book-length studies of this period emphasize the unprecedented demands that these tasks placed on the three judges and their special masters.\textsuperscript{98}

\textsuperscript{91} Id. at 443.
\textsuperscript{92} Id. at 452.
\textsuperscript{93} Id. at 420.
\textsuperscript{94} See Jacobs, supra note 13 (developers are the main enforcers).
\textsuperscript{95} Mount Laurel II, 456 A.2d at 453.
\textsuperscript{96} HAAR, supra note 75, at 50.
\textsuperscript{97} See Alan Mallach, The Tortured Reality of Suburban Exclusion: Zoning, Economics, and the Future of the Berenson Doctrine, 4 Pace Envtl. L. Rev. 37, 119 (1986); Payne, supra note 88. Payne recounted the summation of a much older case filed by the Urban League against Middlesex County towns and consolidated in Mount Laurel II. The judge sequestered almost two dozen planning experts in a conference room where they met in a non-judicial forum without the participation of the attorneys representing the parties. The judge ordered them to work out the relevant formulas on regional needs, fair shares, growth areas, and so forth. After several months, the planners agreed on formulas that the judges then used throughout the state.
\textsuperscript{98} See HAAR, supra note 75, at 55–86; KIRP, supra note 75, at 83–111.
They had to set fair share numbers for each town, assess the adequacy of existing zoning ordinances and proposed revisions to them, and supervise their implementation. To do this, they transformed the courts into something like three streamlined regional administrative agencies. Each performed economic projections, estimated job availability, assessed housing needs, prepared environmental impact statements, used planning criteria for suitable sites (making judgments about soils and infrastructure), analyzed whether the incentives offered by municipalities to prospective developers were sufficient, and addressed countless other issues. As a result, \textit{Mount Laurel II} severely strained the traditional conception of judicial competence. The ruling encouraged judges to assume a heroic, often imaginative, and only occasionally successful role in increasing the supply of affordable housing for the poor.\footnote{See \textit{HAAR}, supra note 75, at 55–86; \textit{KIRP}, supra note 75, at 83–111.}

New Jersey politicians, like many other observers, found the judges' improvisations problematic.\footnote{See, e.g., \textit{Byrne}, supra note 75; John M. Payne, \textit{Lawyers, Judges, and the Public Interest}, 96 Mich. L. Rev. 1685, 1705, 1712–13 (1998) (book review); Ellickson \& Been, supra note 4, at 934 (citing other sources).} Indeed, \textit{Mount Laurel II} and its early implementation by the courts ignited a political conflagration.\footnote{See \textit{KIRP}, supra note 75, at 112–36.} With suburban communities lobbying furiously for legislation that would get the judges off their backs, and citing the court's invitation in \textit{Mount Laurel II} to come up with a better solution, the New Jersey Legislature enacted its own Fair Housing Act.\footnote{Fair Housing Act, N.J. STAT. ANN. §§ 52:27D-301 to 52:27D-329 (West 2001).} The Act was the product of a grudging, grueling political compromise between resolute \textit{Mount Laurel} opponents in the suburbs and a coalition of pro-development, realtor, and civil rights groups brandishing the \textit{Mount Laurel} decisions as their weapon.

The Act created a new agency, the Council on Affordable Housing ("COAH"), and granted it the responsibility to assign, calculate, adjust, certify, and de-certify the municipalities' fair shares.\footnote{N.J. STAT. ANN. § 52:27D-305 (West 2001).} The Act gave COAH few remedial powers, but it created incentives for municipalities to comply voluntarily. These included the prospect of immunity from further \textit{Mount Laurel} litigation for six years, a strong presumption of validity for COAH-certified fair share plans, a temporary cap on the number of affordable units required, and financial subsidies.\footnote{N.J. STAT. ANN. § 52:27D-307 (West 2001).}

In addition, the Act placed a temporary moratorium on the builder's remedy. This had the effect of postponing the program until after the real estate boom of the mid-1980s had passed. The Act also gave communities a number of ways to reduce or eliminate their fair share obligations. For example, they could get credit for protecting historic sites, environmentally sensitive sites, established development patterns, farmland, and
open spaces. They could show that they lacked vacant and developable sites. They could enter into "regional contribution agreements" ("RCAs") under which they paid another community (typically a poor, minority, largely urban locality, like Newark) to discharge up to half of their fair share obligation.\textsuperscript{105} Because of these reduction mechanisms for established communities, the fair share quota primarily affected newly developing suburbs.\textsuperscript{106}

A year later, the New Jersey Supreme Court upheld the Act in \textit{Mount Laurel III}.\textsuperscript{107} Repeating the mantra that a legislative solution would be better than a judicial one, the court signaled its intention to retreat from the field and to cede responsibility to the cautious politicians. According to Payne, a long-time advocate of low-income housing, a participant in the litigation since 1983, and a sympathetic critic of the \textit{Mount Laurel} approach, "COAH was set up to dissipate constitutional pressure, not to further expand constitutional confrontation by pursuing aggressive new policies."\textsuperscript{108}

Almost twenty years after \textit{Mount Laurel II}, few analysts of the affordable housing problem find much to show for all the time and trouble.\textsuperscript{109} For one thing, the courts had changed how the key benchmark, the \textit{need} for such housing, would be measured. The first special judge to decide a case after \textit{Mount Laurel II} developed a "consensus methodology" based on the number of low-income households spending more than 30\% of their income on housing.\textsuperscript{110} This produced a ten-year, statewide need estimate of 243,736 units, not counting the homeless.\textsuperscript{111} The state has not come close to meeting the targets. In July 2001, fifteen years after COAH began, 28,392 units (accessory apartments, group homes, mixed-income development units, municipal- and non-profit-sponsored units, and "buy-down" units) had been built or were under construction to satisfy the mandates of challenges brought before COAH or the courts. Another
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13,056 units had been zoned for or approved but not yet built, 11,245 had been created through rehabilitation, and 7396 had been transferred under RCAs from suburbs to Trenton, New Brunswick, Jersey City, and some smaller communities.

Compared to the estimated need for affordable housing in New Jersey, these figures suggest that Mount Laurel and COAH have not made much of a dent. Beyond this, however, appraising the program’s success or failure depends, among other things, on one’s view of how the program’s costs affect building activity, how many units would have been built without the program, and how many of its beneficiaries would have obtained affordable units through the filtering process triggered when new market-rate units were built. The realities of the New Jersey housing market suggest that few of the roughly 1890 units of low-income housing actually built annually during the fifteen-year period would have materialized without the COAH incentives. In comparison, very few publicly funded units were built in this period, and 25,000 to 30,000 privately owned units not under COAH were begun each year during the late 1990s.

Which kinds of people, demographically speaking, occupy the Mount Laurel housing? Commentators, and COAH in its pleas to suburban municipalities, characterize beneficiary households as being of relatively high socioeconomic status but at a low point in their lifetime earning potential. They are people whom Charles Haar described as “junior yuppies, the recently divorced, graduate students, [and] the retired.”112 The most recent study of the situation, published in 1997 by Naomi Bailin Wish and Stephen Eisdorfer,113 confirmed this characterization using data from a state agency, the New Jersey Affordable Housing Management Service (“AHMS”), that qualifies and places applicants for low-income housing. Specifically, the Wish-Eisdorfer study found that although households headed by persons aged sixty-two or over constitute only 17% of the applicant pool, they occupy 27% of all AHMS-administered units and 39% of the suburban ones. Elderly white females living alone account for only 4% of the pool but occupy 10% of the units and 15% of the suburban ones. Another group that seems to have benefited are middle-class people who could not otherwise afford to live in the towns where they worked.114

Mount Laurel and COAH have moved few poor people from cities to suburbs. For those households for which Wish and Eisdorfer could determine both current and previous residence, as well as race and ethnicity, 47% previously lived in urban areas but only 15% of these (7% of the total) moved to units in the suburbs. Two-thirds of those who did move to

112 HAAR, supra note 75, at 115.
114 Id. at 1298–99.
suburbia were white, 23% were black, 2% were Latino, and 9% were classified "other." Notably, almost as many black households decided to move in the \textit{other} direction, from suburbs to cities. Of those that did, 90% were black and none were white.\textsuperscript{115} Thus, \textit{Mount Laurel} enabled some low-income suburbanites to remain in suburbia and a handful of city-dwellers to move to it. Indeed, by helping low-income people, mainly whites, move from the cities to the suburbs, \textit{Mount Laurel} may even have exacerbated residential segregation by race, though this segregative effect would be small, given the low migration totals.\textsuperscript{116}

John Payne, reflecting on an academic symposium that reviewed the Wish-Eisdorfer study, notes the limitations of the AHMS definitions and data (particularly its skewing toward those living in urban projects). As to \textit{Mount Laurel}'s demographic effects, he reports that "the general feeling among the commentators is that the results of the study, troubling as they are, probably overstate \textit{Mount Laurel}'s accomplishments, rather than the reverse."\textsuperscript{117} For example, Payne challenges the view of Haar and other analysts who praise the builder's remedy for its boldness in using builders' profit motives to propel law reform far beyond where "public interest" lawyers could have taken it.\textsuperscript{118} In Payne's view, the builder's remedy is a "potentially Faustian bargain with the developers."\textsuperscript{119} It has excluded organizations and lawyers representing racial minorities, renters, and poor people in \textit{Mount Laurel} litigation by making cases more costly to bring and harder to settle. Payne argues that, contrary to what the court had intended, the builder's remedy provides a decisive advantage to developers, as opposed to these groups, by allowing them to supply large tracts of land for new inclusionary zoning projects and by excluding most older, built-up parts of the state. The remedy is also land-intensive, requiring four market-rate units to assure one \textit{Mount Laurel} unit. For this reason, inclusionary zoning projects arouse fierce opposition by environmental and anti-growth groups and supply a useful pretext to those with other exclusionary motives. Finally, Payne contends that the builder's remedy "drove out all strategies other than inclusionary zon-

\textsuperscript{115} Id. at 1295–96.
\textsuperscript{116} Id. at 1304.
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\textsuperscript{118} A leading developers' law firm, for example, maintains a Web site featuring a wallet filling up with dollars, a list of 196 towns that are fair game, and an exhortation that developers "contract for land in one of them, decide what you would like to build, and sue." Andrew Jacobs, \textit{supra} note 13, at B5. Jacobs reports that forty-seven municipalities are now in \textit{Mount Laurel} litigation, many of them rural or agricultural, and most will probably lose. Id.
\textsuperscript{119} Payne, \textit{supra} note 100, at 1702.
This, despite the fact that, as we shall see, better strategies do exist.

The court in *Mount Laurel* did not just select the wrong tool for reforming affordable housing markets generally. It also chose the wrong target and offered the wrong justification for what it was doing. As noted earlier, the court decided for tactical and doctrinal reasons to attack exclusionary zoning's classism, not its racism, and framed both the indictment and the remedy accordingly. As Payne notes, this was a fateful choice.

Simply put, there are so many more poor White families than there are poor minority ones that, absent a massive infusion of resources into producing affordable housing that has not happened and realistically could not have happened, it was foreseeable that the lion's share of the housing that could be produced would go first, whenever possible, to White households, which, if suspect because of their poverty, were nonetheless not so frightening to many middle-class suburbanites as poor Black families.121

Payne is correct as a matter of fact, but he fails to explain why, as a matter of substantive policy and justice, New Jersey housing law should have less solicitude for poorly housed whites than for poorly housed blacks. He contends that the court should have repaired a structural defect in the representation of low-income people: the state's "failure to provide them with a political forum in which they can fairly compete with other interest groups for their 'fair share' of society's beneficence."122 It should have done so, Payne argues, by invalidating the delegation to municipalities of the power to adopt exclusionary zoning policies.123 Yet it strains credulity to imagine that such a radical decree, in the face of overwhelming public support for local, class-sensitive zoning power, would have aroused less opposition than did *Mount Laurel* itself.

Of greater interest is Payne's claim that the court, by relying on the "general welfare" clause of the state constitution to fight class discrimination in housing, earned less public legitimacy than it might have earned through a frontal challenge to racial discrimination. Payne asserts that this doctrinal bastardy of *Mount Laurel* weakened its moral force and effective implementation—and by extension, that of COAH. Lacking this legitimacy, he says, *Mount Laurel* was "a public relations disaster."124 *Mount Laurel* would have succeeded in integrating the suburbs, Payne
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suggests, had the court only justified it on the basis of racial equity, which carries a deeper moral resonance among most Americans than class integration does.\textsuperscript{125}

There are several reasons to doubt Payne’s assertions. First are the many problems with the builder’s remedy that Payne himself points out. Absent this remedy, the drive for housing integration beyond what non-discrimination produces would have had to have been fueled by government litigation or public interest groups; yet such litigation might have been even less effective than the builders’ cases, given the limited resources available to such groups and the municipalities’ strong resistance. Another reason to doubt the efficacy of a race-based strategy is the immigration-driven demographic change that has been transforming New Jersey even more than most other high-immigration states.\textsuperscript{126} As the 2000 Census shows, blacks are no longer the only large minority group able to assert race-based claims to special benefits like inclusionary zoning, nor are the traditional racial categories as administratively useful or morally compelling as they once were.\textsuperscript{127}

A third cause for doubt is legal. The Equal Protection Clause severely limits government’s power to distribute special benefits to groups on the basis of race. As a constitutional matter, government may do so only as part of a carefully designed, victim-tailored remedy for intentional, purposive, racial discrimination in housing.\textsuperscript{128} As a statutory matter, proof of discriminatory impact without discriminatory intent may suffice to establish a violation of the federal Fair Housing Act of 1968 and perhaps justify a race-based remedy.\textsuperscript{129} It will be the rare case, however, especially under exclusionary zoning laws, when plaintiffs can prove discriminatory intent and when defendant municipalities cannot justify those laws on legitimate, nondiscriminatory grounds. This fact best explains the decision by the Mount Laurel plaintiffs and the New Jersey Supreme Court to focus on income-based rather than race-based discrimination,\textsuperscript{130} although, as Anthony Downs and others have contended, there are also strong policy grounds for this decision.\textsuperscript{131}

Mount Laurel’s minimal effect on the production of affordable housing in New Jersey is not surprising. Other states have attacked exclu-
sionary zoning in a variety of ways, yet they too have had little effect. Indeed, inclusionary zoning laws are likely to harm those members of the eligible income class, the vast majority of whom do not receive subsidized units. Because high land and construction costs and other factors besides exclusionary zoning contribute to the affordable housing deficit in the more prosperous suburbs, we should not expect that reducing exclusionary zoning will solve the problem. This presumably is why Anthony Downs devotes little attention to courts and zoning changes in his comprehensive analysis of the policies needed to truly open up the suburbs.

Nonetheless, Payne and other housing advocates who prosecuted the Mount Laurel litigation have not given up on either the courts or zoning reform. Insisting that "Mount Laurel never really reached our clients at all," the advocates argued a new case before the New Jersey Supreme Court in November 2001, the first significant Mount Laurel dispute to reach that court since 1985. Having decided to strike the Faustian bargain of which Payne spoke, they now support the builder's remedy while numerous suburban communities fiercely oppose it.

B. Gautreaux

Of our three case studies, the only one that seems to have succeeded in moving a significant number of blacks to previously white suburbs is Gautreaux, in which a race-based remedy was granted only after proof that a government agency had intentionally isolated low-income blacks in black neighborhoods. Gautreaux employed a very different approach to integrating minorities into white suburbs than did Mount Laurel or Yonkers. In so doing, it seems to have succeeded where both have failed.

In 1966, black residents of public housing in Chicago brought a class action suit against the Chicago Housing Authority ("CHA") and the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development ("HUD") alleging a conspiracy to locate public housing and assign tenants to proj-
ects on a racially segregated basis. Three years later, a federal trial judge dismissed HUD but agreed with the plaintiffs and ordered the CHA to build and buy low-rise, small buildings on sites that were far more "scattered" than in previous programs. In addition, because half of the units in any CHA scattered site development were reserved for low-income families (presumably whites) who were already living in the new neighborhoods, the court ordered CHA to assign occupants on a desegregated basis so that black families could move into predominantly white neighborhoods in Chicago rather than remain concentrated in a few black neighborhoods. These provisions were designed to foster peaceful, stable integration, minimize white "fight and flight," reduce public housing's stigma, and reassure the community about the neighborhoods' futures.

Even so, much political resistance impeded the program's implementation, and in 1987, the judge appointed a receiver to administer it. Opposition continued, however, not only in white neighborhoods but also in Latino and black ones.

The case against HUD moved on a separate track. In 1971, the court of appeals ruled that HUD should not have been dismissed and was indeed liable. It ordered the agency to establish and fund a program enabling low-income, black families to relocate beyond the city limits and throughout the Chicago metropolitan area, largely into rental housing. In 1976, the United States Supreme Court upheld this remedy, the first time it had ever authorized a school or housing desegregation plan to extend beyond the community where the legal violation took place. A consent decree was entered in 1981, and this metropolitan-wide remedy, which soon eclipsed the troubled CHA scattered site program, became known as the Gautreaux Assisted-Housing Program ("GAHP").

Although the GAHP continued the scattered site approach that emphasized existing housing and gave receiving suburbs little reason to fear additional migration by non-Gautreaux blacks, it used a new funding and delivery mechanism known as Section 8, which Congress created in 1974. Under Section 8, the public housing authority (here, CHA) provides vouchers to income-eligible families. Generally, the vouchers' value equals the difference between 30% of family income and an agency-prescribed payment standard defined as some percentage of the "fair market rent" figure determined by the agency. Armed with vouchers
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and assisted by a non-profit fair housing agency, families in the GAHP would enter the market and negotiate five-year renewable leases with landlords for housing units they wanted and could afford. Because the GAHP lacked Mount Laurel’s power to invalidate exclusionary zoning practices, the voucher and traditional fair housing laws were the families’ only ticket for entry to the white suburbs.

In the fall of 1998, when HUD’s obligation to fund the GAHP ended and the last relocation was completed, the program had moved 7100 low-income black families out of inner-city neighborhoods (over 90% black). Most participants moved to more than 100 suburban communities (96% white, on average), and the rest (a comparison group) moved to other neighborhoods within Chicago (99% black, on average) that were demographically similar to the neighborhoods they had left. In contrast, most families who left CHA housing with Section 8 vouchers but did not participate in the GAHP and, therefore, did not receive mobility counseling, ended up moving to other black, high-poverty neighborhoods.147

Long-term research on the GAHP has documented many of the effects on both the suburban movers and the city movers.148 The results are more encouraging than those in Mount Laurel and compare especially well to the public housing status quo, which is more expensive and less socially integrative. First, in exchange for a much-reduced risk of the crime and violence that pervaded daily life in their original communities, the suburban movers experienced a higher risk of racist encounters. These encounters, however, while upsetting, were infrequent and non-violent. Second, suburban movers initially experienced more harassment than city movers, but after the first year, the two groups experienced similar levels. Third, both groups experienced similar levels of social integration in terms of number of friends made, levels of interaction with neighbors, and feelings of acceptance. Suburban movers tended to have more white friends than city movers, but some of the suburban movers had more black than white friends.

Fourth, the suburbs offered safer schools, smaller class sizes, and higher educational standards, but the movers found this a mixed blessing. Although these benefits helped children achieve far beyond what the city schools even aspired to attain, many quickly realized that their performance was substantially below the new schools’ expectations, and they doubted their capacity to meet them. The children of suburban movers were more likely than their city counterparts to be in high school, on a college track, in a four-year college, in a job, and in a job with benefits. Nonetheless, they had very similar rates of behavior problems, similar

148 The research on which this paragraph draws is discussed in RUBINOWITZ & ROSENBLUM, supra note 142.
grades, and similar class ranks. Given the much higher standards the suburban movers faced, however, this ostensible equivalence probably reflects a higher level of performance.149

Galvanized by the promise of the GAHP approach, some courts, HUD, and other public and private agencies throughout the country are seeking to create similar “mobility-based housing” programs. Their approach is to use direct tenant subsidies to help low-income black families move to predominantly white, middle-class, suburban communities. Federal policy has moved strongly in this direction, marshalling Section 8 as the programmatic vehicle for almost all new assistance since the mid-1980s. According to a General Accounting Office study, 1.4 million low-income households were using housing vouchers in 2000, down from 1.7 million in the early 1990s, but still surpassing the number living in public housing.150 The study also found that the total per-unit costs for housing voucher programs are from 32% to 59% lower than the unit costs for bricks-and-mortar production programs in the first year and from 12% to 27% lower over thirty years.151 Voucher-based mobility programs, coupled with new funds for counseling and housing search assistance, become even more important as the units available to low-income renters dwindle. These units are becoming scarcer because public housing projects are slated for demolition or revitalization with fewer units, troubled subsidized private buildings are being closed, and viable ones are being converted by their owners to market-rate status.152

Initially, reformers’ enthusiasm about the GAHP approach was somewhat muted by fears that its success might have been due in part to self-selection into the program by more highly motivated, easily integrated black families. In order to find out, Congress enacted the “Moving to Opportunity” program (“MTO”) in 1992, establishing a controlled experiment to help low-income families living in concentrations of poverty move to areas of lower poverty.153 Under the experiment, three distinct groups of low-income families in five different cities were randomly chosen, with one group moving to designated areas, a second group moving any place they chose, and a control group not moving at all. The MTO programs differ from the GAHP in that they are not instituted through a court decree, they are smaller (approximately 5000 families), they seek to remedy proven racial discrimination, and they are not limited to racial minorities. The results of MTO programs have been mixed. The pro-
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programs have encountered even more of the obstacles that faced Gautreaux, including limited Section 8 funds, a declining stock of affordable units, and concentration of even Section 8 recipients in racially and income segregated neighborhoods. Nevertheless, and despite fierce opposition to MTO in the Baltimore research site, the early results are encouraging.\textsuperscript{154}

More generally, conventional Section 8 programs have succeeded in improving housing quality and affordability for low-income minorities, the elderly, families with children, and the disabled. Section 8 tenants are far less concentrated in high-poverty neighborhoods than are public housing and unassisted tenants, and the relative invisibility of vouchers diffuses opposition by making it harder for neighbors to detect whether newcomers are subsidized. Despite this success, the programs' growing emphasis on dispersing assisted tenants into higher-income communities has increased their clustering there, which engenders some opposition. At the same time, recipients of Section 8 vouchers have increasingly used their vouchers in low-income areas, resulting in clustering in high-poverty neighborhoods. Both kinds of clustering reflect various factors that policymakers are beginning to address such as high rents in more desirable areas, recipients' wishes to retain family and social networks, discrimination based on race, class, and Section 8 status, community opposition, ignorance about housing options, high search costs, and poor program administration.\textsuperscript{155} The Yonkers case, discussed immediately below, illustrates some of these challenges to Section 8's effectiveness—particularly community opposition and administrative challenges—but more fundamentally demonstrates the dearth of better alternatives.


As noted earlier, housing patterns are intricate mosaics in which the pieces are shaped and fitted together by many private choices of individual consumers, commercial and industrial firms, property owners, developers, insurers, lenders, the construction industry, utilities, and other institutions. These private choices are in turn influenced by public policies directed not only, or even primarily, at housing, but also at economic development, transportation, infrastructure, energy, recreation, environment, schools, hospitals, and other public services. And although a city's residential patterns change over time, those changes tend to occur almost imperceptibly. The private and public choices of long ago create a path dependency that blunts the effectiveness of more recent ones.

As a practical matter, and perhaps as a matter of professional training as well, lawyers and judges generally can only focus on a few of the mosaic's more visible shards. The rest remain unexamined, and their complex linkages go unexplored. In Yonkers, the lawyers focused almost exclusively on one set of choices: the forty-year sequence of municipal decisions about whether and where to build subsidized (i.e., public and assisted) housing. The evidence about those choices clearly established many "who did what to whom, when, and why" kind of facts. As to this, the factual record was immense; the judge later required more than 250 pages of double-columned, small-type, printed opinion simply to describe and evaluate it.\(^{157}\) My necessarily schematic review, then, is like a topographical map that must suppress many arresting details in order to render the main contours both intelligible and useful.

\(^{156}\) For the events up to 1989, this section draws on my own extensive interviews and research on the Yonkers case, which are unpublished. For events after 1989, it draws on a variety of sources, including the following: Lisa Belkin, Show Me a Hero: A Tale of Murder, Suicide, Race, and Redemption (1999); Telephone Interviews with Andrew Beveridge, sociologist and former president of the Yonkers Board of Education (July 11, 16, 2001); E-mail from Andrew Beveridge, sociologist and former president of the Yonkers Board of Education, to Professor Peter H. Shuck, Professor of Law, Yale Law School (Sept. 11, 2001); Telephone Interviews with Diane Houk, Housing & Civil Enforcement Section, Civil Rights Division, U.S. Department of Justice to Peter H. Schuck, Professor of Law, Yale Law School (July 12, 16, 17, 2001); E-mail from Diane Houk, Housing & Civil Enforcement Section, Civil Rights Division, U.S. Department of Justice to Peter H. Schuck, Professor of Law, Yale Law School (July 12, 2001); Telephone Interview with Jerrold Levy, General Counsel of Enhanced Section 8 Outreach Program, Department of Housing and Urban Development (Oct. 12, 2001); Telephone Interview with Xavier de Souza Briggs, Assistant Professor of Public Policy, Kennedy School of Government, Harvard University (July 1, 2001); Telephone Interview with Peter Smith, Executive Director of Yonkers Municipal Housing Authority (Oct. 19, 2001); E-mail from Ming-Yuen Meyer-Fong, Housing Section, Civil Rights Division, U.S. Department of Justice, to Peter H. Schuck, Professor of Law, Yale Law School (Dec. 26, 2001); and public documents.

\(^{157}\) See United States v. Yonkers Bd. of Educ., 624 F. Supp. 1276 (S.D.N.Y. 1985). The length of the docket sheet alone, which simply lists the court filings only to the middle of 1986 (that is, only through the liability phase in the district court and before the remedial phase really got under way) runs to forty-three pages.
The Yonkers story confirms the adage that geography is destiny. The city’s political, social, and ethnic divisions reflect its physical features and topographical contours to a remarkable extent. It is ribbed by a series of natural barriers, almost all of which run from north to south. High, unbroken ridges run parallel to each other north-south barrier, requiring east-west travelers to traverse steep hills. From the Hudson River, which marks the city’s western border, to the Bronx River Parkway on the east, these ridges occur at regular intervals. The natural barriers are reinforced by artificial ones. Most of the city’s major arteries—the Saw Mill River Parkway, the Thruway, and the Hudson Line of the Metro-North Commuter Railroad—run north-south, creating another array of formidable barriers to east-west traffic. Additionally, the Saw Mill River Parkway splits the city approximately in half, marking a boundary between the more populous, urban west Yonkers and the more suburban east Yonkers. This fragmentation is aggravated by the dearth of major thoroughfares crossing the arteries to connect the east and west.

These physical features have strongly influenced the ethnographic development of Yonkers. For Yonkers, as for almost all cities, physical development has always been intimately linked to economic and technological development. As Yonkers became industrialized and urbanized during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the location of its industries was determined largely by the need for access to low-cost power and transportation. As Charlie Curran, an eighty-seven-year-old lawyer and former city manager and life-long resident of Yonkers, put it, “the Hudson River has strongly influenced the development of Yonkers since the very beginning.”

The city’s factories, its workers’ homes, and the region’s central commercial district (known as Getty Square) were all concentrated in southwest Yonkers adjacent to its rivers and rail line. East Yonkers remained sparsely populated until the 1940s.

Before World War II, Yonkers’s population primarily consisted of Irish, Italian, and Eastern European blue-collar, working-class families who had come to the city to labor in its factories and on its public works projects. Relatively prosperous blacks clustered in the Runyon Heights area of east Yonkers between the Nepperhan River and the railroad line. This enclave, which flourished most in the period from 1910 to 1925, boasted lawyers, doctors, and Pullman porters. Most minorities in Westchester County, however, lived in southwest Yonkers and in the nearby cities of New Rochelle, Mount Vernon, and White Plains.

The decades immediately following World War II affected the course of Yonkers’s development in several important ways. During the 1940s
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and 1950s, White Plains launched an ambitious program of slum clearance, razing much residential housing in hopes of becoming a commercial and corporate center. Many blacks displaced from White Plains, or leaving New Rochelle or Mount Vernon, moved to Yonkers and settled mostly in the southwest section, finding cheap housing near the factories where they hoped to work. Much of the housing in this downtown district consisted of three-story wood-frame walkups, where Irish and Italian laborers had lived. In the 1950s these units were still almost all owned and occupied by whites, but as upwardly mobile Irish and Italians moved east and south to more exclusive residential areas, blacks from downtown areas often succeeded them.

During the same time period, new commuter rail lines and highways connecting Yonkers to New York City and to the eastern portions of Westchester County came into service. They increased pressures to expand eastward where there were large tracts of empty land. Lacking usable east-west arteries, the city addressed the problem by straightening and widening Yonkers Avenue. Builders began to erect single-family and, later, multiple-family dwellings in east Yonkers. This development coincided with the gradual deterioration of the southwest sector’s housing stock and with the decline of industrial employment and commercial vitality. As the more upwardly mobile families sought to escape the deterioration by moving to the new developments east of Central Park Avenue (the new dividing line between the two halves of Yonkers), many black families took their place in the increasingly blighted southwest neighborhoods.

At this point, many neighborhoods in Yonkers’s southern and eastern sectors began to develop and assume their present ethnic configuration. In the southeast, Lincoln Park became a white middle class neighborhood populated mainly by people from New York City who moved to Yonkers to avoid the increasing number of public housing projects for low-income families that were being built in their old neighborhoods. These new residents became some of the most vocal opponents of the Lincoln Park public housing sites proposed in the course of the Yonkers litigation. The northeast sector developed into the more exclusive white neighborhoods. These include Lawrence Park, which is next to Bronxville, where Sarah Lawrence College is situated, and Crestwood, which abuts Eastchester in the north. In a series of 1955 New York Times articles about Yonkers, Harrison Salisbury referred to these more affluent residents, who were generally Republican and Protestant or Jewish, as “the carpetbaggers.”

that they lived in the small, upscale communities adjacent to Yonkers, including Eastchester, Tuckahoe, Bronxville, and Scarsdale. The residents of these upscale neighborhoods opposed public housing in their areas, though less militantly than the residents of Lincoln Park.  

The almost entirely black and Hispanic minority population is now concentrated in west Yonkers, an area near the dilapidated remains of the old commercial and industrial core where Italians, Catholics, and Democratic voters predominated until the 1950s. This area contains the public housing projects, built from the 1950s to the 1970s, that were the focus of the Yonkers litigation.

These physical, economic, social, and ethnic divisions generated a remarkable amount of civic organization and activity in Yonkers in response to the litigation. Writing in August 1988, at the height of the City Council's contemptuous resistance to Judge Leonard B. Sand's housing remedy discussed in detail below, a New York Times reporter found no fewer than fifty civic groups operating in the city, four or five times the number that had been active prior to the litigation. Eight of these groups joined to form Citizens and Neighbors Organized to Protect Yonkers ("CANOPY"), an organization opposed to public housing in members' neighborhoods but committed to improving the city's image by supporting the court's orders. Most of CANOPY's members were professionals who lived in the affluent neighborhoods in the north and far south of the city. The remaining forty-plus groups formed the Save Yonkers Federation ("SYF"), which strongly opposed the court. SYF had a diverse membership: many were teachers, police officers, electricians, secretaries, and owners of small businesses, and many owned modest, well-kept homes. SYF drew its greatest support from southeast Yonkers neighborhoods where some of the proposed sites were to be located—a fact that SYF did not consider coincidental.

1. Planning the Litigation

Lawyer in the United States Department of Justice ("DOJ") under Jimmy Carter knew nothing about these divisions when they conceived the Yonkers case in 1980. They and some old-line civil rights organizations had become frustrated by the limited capacity of school desegregation and fair housing cases to improve the actual conditions of racial minorities. For more than twenty-five years, they had brought and won school desegregation cases, but racial isolation in urban school systems remained endemic. More recently, DOJ had launched a number of law-
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suits under the Fair Housing Act of 1968 ("Title VIII"), but with limited results. Several related obstacles hobbled DOJ’s efforts. Segregated school systems almost always reflected segregated residential patterns, so little could be gained by dismantling the former without altering the latter. Yet even successful Title VIII cases did not have much impact on the racial composition of communities. As one expert put it, Title VIII cases were little more than "a chase from block to block." Intentional discrimination, usually required in order to establish a constitutional violation, was also important, if not always strictly necessary, to support a Title VIII claim, yet it was ordinarily very difficult to prove. In addition, the people subject to the court decrees often were not the ones primarily responsible for, or able to rectify, the condition, while the responsible parties—often politicians—were not always haled into court as defendants.

As the government lawyers searched for a way to resolve or circumvent these dilemmas, fortune intervened. While attending a conference that had convened judges, school administrators, teachers, and school board members to discuss education reform, Drew Days III, the Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights in DOJ and a former NAACP Legal Defense and Education Fund litigator, happened to meet a former Yonkers school superintendent who related, at great length, the difficulties that he had encountered when he proposed a voluntary school desegregation plan. Days had long been eager to link school and housing issues and had even asked Civil Rights Division investigators to identify communities where such a linkage might be proven. Upon hearing about the problems in Yonkers, Days instructed his staff to conduct an inquiry by examining prior civil rights complaints and city records and by interviewing minority community leaders.

The staff returned with a recommendation for a suit against Yonkers, and Days, who did not have to obtain the Attorney General's approval, accepted it. He regarded the case against Yonkers to be "a strong one as
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northern cases go," but he anticipated problems in proving discriminatory intent.\textsuperscript{170} "There are usually more footprints than there were in Yonkers," he later recalled, "and there was no history of \textit{de jure} discrimination and no smoking guns."\textsuperscript{171} In their memo to Days supporting their recommendation, moreover, the staff lawyers had been quite vague about the housing remedy that DOJ should seek from the court. (They were no clearer in the documents they filed with the court during the next several years.) In some ways, the lawyers' calculated ambiguity on this question is easy to understand. DOJ's practice was to file "barebones complaints," and the schools-related claims, which were conventional and requested the standard school desegregation remedies, were initially viewed as the core of the case. The lawyers foresaw a long, difficult journey before they could hope to reach the remedial stage. They could worry about an appropriate remedy, they reasoned, if and when they proved liability.

Still, it is striking—especially in light of the legal novelty of their housing claims and the ferocious struggle that ensued—that the lawyers finessed the remedial issue when the government planned and then prosecuted the case. They did not officially consult with HUD. As Days later said, "we preferred to go it alone rather than get bogged down with a weak HUD enforcement system."\textsuperscript{172} Nor did they seek advice from a housing consultant about the nature of housing markets. Such a step, Days noted, would have been very unusual; the typical procedure was for the staff to talk to fair housing groups and assign a paralegal to canvass the literature on fair housing.\textsuperscript{173} The lawyers' dim understanding of the nuanced relationship between housing politics and housing markets in Yonkers was further limited by the absence of any subpoena or "civil investigative demand" authority through which they might obtain records and other data from city officials who were unlikely to volunteer it. The lawyers therefore relied for their information largely upon public documents, newspaper articles, community leaders, state and local civil rights agencies, and the local chapter of the NAACP.

2. Low-Income Housing in Yonkers

Yonkers has a long history of public housing and urban development. Even before the Housing Act of 1949 (the "Housing Act"),\textsuperscript{174} the federal government's first major urban renewal program, the city had built two public housing projects (Mulford Gardens and Cottage Place Gardens) in the southwest sector to house people (almost all whites) dis-
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placed by slum clearance. The Housing Act substantially increased federal funds for public housing built and operated by local housing agencies, and the city moved quickly to tap into this money. Judge Sand’s lengthy decision painstakingly chronicles how each of these projects was planned, processed, politicized, sited, approved, and populated—a mode of housing policymaking that continued essentially unchanged for more than thirty years.¹⁷⁵

At first, the city sought public housing largely as an adjunct to its program of slum clearance and redevelopment in southwest Yonkers, which would help relocate those displaced when their homes were razed. But, whenever the city government or the independent (at least formally) Yonkers Municipal Housing Authority (“MHA”) proposed a site for a new project outside of southwest Yonkers, opposition by residents and community groups in the targeted area quickly arose. The City Council was almost always sympathetic and responsive to this opposition and indeed sometimes instigated it. Opponents feared that building public housing in their neighborhoods would adversely affect the resale and loan value of their homes by bringing in a different “class of people.”¹⁷⁶ They also feared increased crowding in their local public schools, hospitals, streets, and other public services. Moreover, they believed the sites would be more valuable if used for tax revenue-generating activity instead of for housing that had to be subsidized through tax abatements.¹⁷⁷

Resentment also simmered, and occasionally flared, out of a widespread belief that other, more prosperous communities near Yonkers, especially White Plains, were using their federal urban renewal funds to push welfare families out of those communities and into Yonkers.¹⁷⁸ None of these communities, not to mention nearby Scarsdale and Hartsdale, provided much affordable housing for the poor, leaving Yonkers to bear a vastly disproportionate share of the regional burden. Most alarming to many Yonkers residents was the prospect that more public housing would lead to a rapid, irreversible “Bronxification” of the city, attracting (at the taxpayers’ expense) the same criminal, drug-dependent, and rootless people from whom many Yonkers residents had only recently, and with extraordinary effort and sacrifice, managed to escape.¹⁷⁹

Yonkers residents of all income levels and all races shared these sentiments to some degree, but the ardor with which they felt and expressed them varied. Groups representing blacks were in a particularly

¹⁷⁶ See id. at 1295 (Judge Sand’s discussion of the reasons for community opposition).
¹⁷⁷ See id. at 1294–1363.
¹⁷⁸ E.g., Interview with Angelo Martinelli, former Mayor of Yonkers, in Yonkers, N.Y. (Feb. 8, 1989).
¹⁷⁹ See Yonkers, 624 F. Supp. at 1294–1363. Here, as elsewhere, the parallels between the anxieties in Yonkers and those described by Jonathan Rieder in his study of Canarsie, supra note 43, are interesting.
delicate position. They wanted to expand housing opportunities for low-income people, many of whom were black, but the politics of doing so created genuine dilemmas. At first, it seemed fair and sensible to disperse public housing into east Yonkers, where the superior schools, safer streets, and more desirable neighborhoods were located, rather than to build more public housing in southwest Yonkers, which might well accelerate racial tipping by causing the remaining whites there to leave.

But there were also strong countervailing considerations. Dispersal would have diluted black voting power in the southwest sector and drained support away from businesses and churches there. More money for public housing could have meant less money for assisted housing for working- and middle-class blacks. Many blacks in the east that had managed to distance themselves from the culture of poverty feared that public housing, by concentrating and perhaps perpetuating that culture, might threaten their own hard-won gains. Indeed, the black community in the east Yonkers enclave of Runyon Heights, which had to absorb a large public housing project in the 1960s, advanced many of the same arguments used by the SYF. The leading black civil rights groups opposed to the sites in the southwest, also advanced these arguments.

But blacks faced a more poignant dilemma. Those who saw the need for more public housing and wanted it sited in east Yonkers had to accept an increasingly obvious political reality: unless it were built in southwest Yonkers, it probably would not be built at all.

For the city, the lure of federal and state funds was irresistible. Although almost all vocal groups in Yonkers opposed new public and assisted housing, certain locations and target populations proved to be politically acceptable. These included state-subsidized (Mitchell-Lama) projects for middle-income residents in southwest Yonkers, and public housing for senior citizens rather than families—although even some seniors’ projects were defeated out of fear that they might eventually be occupied by poor families. Most striking—and most significant to Judge Sand—was the location in the black middle-class neighborhood of Runyon Heights of the only public housing project built in east Yonkers.

The legislative and bureaucratic politics of these siting controversies followed a fairly consistent script, which one of the plaintiff’s lawyers later called “the dance.” The HUD administrators responsible for ultimate project approval and funding would prod the Yonkers city planners and other officials to press for building at scattered sites outside the southwest area, but the City Council almost always rejected such sites. As the concentration of sites in the southwest sector became too obvious
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for even HUD to ignore, it rejected the only proposals that the City Council was prepared to approve. In a political climate that would later shape Judge Sand’s legal decision, and to an extent his remedial strategy, community opponents always mobilized to defeat any siting ideas floated at the staff level by lobbying the Planning Board and the MHA, which were both wholly or largely mayor-appointed. Especially in a weak-mayor government, such as the Yonkers system during most of the period in question, professional siting criteria were simply no match for aroused, politicized community indignation.

The crucial player in all this was the City Council, whose structure had changed several times in response to litigation under the Voting Rights Act of 1965. By the late 1980s, it had seven members—six councilors who were elected by wards for two-year terms, and the mayor, who presided over the Council, and was elected on a city-wide basis, also for a two-year term. The City Council members exhibited four unequivocal behaviors in all public housing controversies: (1) they were very responsive to their constituents on siting issues; (2) they selectively relied on the city planners’ recommendations; (3) the councilor in whose ward the proposed project would be located in effect enjoyed a veto; and (4) their votes concentrated almost all of the city’s public housing projects in the southwest sector. The Council followed this pattern in connection with the fifteen housing projects for families and the two for senior citizens that it approved between 1968 and 1972—only one of which (a project for seniors) was public housing, and only two of which (another seniors’ project and the controversial Parkledge project, perched over the Saw Mill River Parkway close to east Yonkers) were situated outside areas of minority concentration in the southwest.

When Congress enacted the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974, it adopted a fundamentally different approach to federal housing assistance and priorities. Instead of promoting the construction of public housing and directly subsidizing builders, the statute directed HUD to place its primary emphasis on two new programs: Community Development Block Grants (“CDBG”) and Section 8 rent subsidies and vouchers (described earlier in connection with the Gautreaux remedy). The CDBG program supplanted a large number of urban renewal-related categorical programs with a single grant that localities could use in a more flexible, discretionary manner for non-housing community development programs. To receive a CDBG, a locality had to submit an annual Housing Assistance Plan (“HAP”) to HUD. The HAP identified a community’s low-income housing needs, indicated where the HUD-assisted

---
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housing would be located, and helped HUD to decide whether to make or renew a grant. ¹⁸⁷

These new programs transformed the regulatory environment for low-income housing, but the Yonkers City Council responded to the new programs as if little had changed. Yonkers housing officials filed HAPs that emphasized the need for new housing in east Yonkers, outside the southwest sector, and city planners proposed sites that would meet those specifications. The City Council, however, rejected the proposals. HUD acquiesced; it funded projects that the Council supported in the southwest sector and did not fund the others. In 1979, the Council approved a public housing project sited in east Yonkers over strong community opposition. But this decision was consistent with the traditional pattern—the housing was for senior citizens rather than for families. The pattern was evident in Yonkers’s response not only to the new supply-side CDBG program but even more so in its response to the highly flexible demand-side Section 8 program. As Judge Sand would later point out:

[T]he certificates . . . imposed no financial burden on the City. No tax abatement was required, as in the case of most subsidized housing projects, and included with the grant of the certificates were funds payable to the City for the cost of administering the program . . . . Section 8 Existing Certificates offered a way to disperse low-income housing without adding to the density of a neighborhood (as a subsidized housing project might) and without raising any other real or imagined physical planning problems. ¹⁸⁸

On the other hand, if the City Council wished to keep poor or minority people from residing in certain areas, it would regard Section 8’s purchasing power and locational flexibility as a threat rather than an opportunity. In fact, this was precisely how the Council seems to have viewed the program. Again, Judge Sand’s opinion makes the point:

[For three years, the City refused entirely to apply for Section 8 Existing Certificates for families; failed to use many of the certificates eventually applied for; failed to make any significant efforts to promote their use outside Southwest Yonkers; sought to conceal from HUD the extremely limited geographic scope of its outreach efforts; resisted efforts by HUD to transfer the program to an agency perceived by the City to be less “responsive

to elected City officials”; and opposed the efforts of that agency to obtain certificates on its own.189

By mid-1980, when DOJ decided to investigate Yonkers, the city’s approach was transparent. It had built a great deal of public and assisted housing for low-income families, but all of it, except for the project in Runyon Heights, was located west of the Saw Mill River Parkway. The Section 8 rent subsidies for which it had grudgingly applied were being used almost exclusively in that same area. And HUD, while gently prodding the city to disperse its low-income housing, seemed resolved not to rock the boat.

But the city’s luck was running out. DOJ’s interest in Yonkers housing patterns began to embarrass HUD, which saw the growing possibility that DOJ would challenge as racist a housing policy that a HUD agency had richly subsidized for decades. For political and perhaps constitutional reasons, DOJ did not sue HUD, although it recognized that it would have to implicate the agency in order to defeat the city.190

In response to this pressure, HUD insisted in June 1980 that it would not grant Yonkers its next round of CDBG funds unless the city agreed to do what it had already promised in its HAP: “take all actions within its control” to build 100 units of subsidized housing for low-income families “located outside of areas of minority concentration.”191 It was never clear whether this HAP statement constituted an enforceable commitment by Yonkers to build the housing, and if it was enforceable, whether the city could have pointed to the ferocious political opposition to east Yonkers siting as a legitimate reason for non-compliance.192 What is certain is that, as Judge Sand later put it, “[i]n the two years following the imposition of the 1980 contract conditions, the City Council failed to support a single site for subsidized housing for families,”193 again reflecting the now familiar patterns of bowing to constituent pressures and ward courtesy.

3. The Yonkers Litigation

As the Carter Administration began to wind down following Ronald Reagan’s victory in the 1980 presidential election, and as Yonkers’s determination to stay its course became unmistakable, Drew Days authorized his DOJ lawyers to contact Joan Raymond, the Yonkers school superintendent, to inform her that DOJ intended to initiate a housing and
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education lawsuit and to offer to negotiate a consent decree with the city to be signed at the time the lawsuit was filed. The city, evidently preferring to take its chances with the incoming administration, rejected Days's offer. On November 24, the Yonkers Board of Education, hoping to stall matters until a new Attorney General could take over, sought to enjoin the imminent lawsuit, arguing that the city needed more time to develop community support for a voluntary integration plan. This desperate gambit failed, however, and DOJ filed a school and housing desegregation suit against Yonkers on December 1, 1980, in the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York in Manhattan. Judge Sand was assigned to the case, and a legal marathon was off and running.

From a detached perspective, the fit between judge and case was excellent. Judge Sand was known as a sound, thorough, lawyerly, and highly intelligent man who had built a successful career as a litigator with a New York City firm. From the plaintiffs' partisan vantage point, Judge Sand's assignment to the case must have seemed providential. Appointed to the bench by President Carter, he was reputed to be a reliable liberal who was sympathetic to an activist government role in society generally and to civil rights in particular.

The litigation promised to be protracted. The city's unsuccessful efforts to have the case dismissed dominated the first year, along with the normal run of procedural gambits, tactical maneuvers, and initial discovery. Two important developments occurred during that year. First, the NAACP, aware that the Reagan Administration might drop the case, intervened as a plaintiff. This addition of a well-respected civil rights group and its very talented, energetic, and zealous young lawyer from Yonkers, Michael Sussman, greatly enhanced the plaintiffs' resources, effectiveness, and public legitimacy. The NAACP intervention also put DOJ on notice that an independent advocate equipped with good information and media access would be looking over its shoulder and would not hesitate to criticize its positions and propose alternatives. Sussman skillfully exploited these pressure points in order to shape the course of events, becoming the dominant force in the legal assault on Yonkers.

Second, Yonkers brought HUD into the case as a co-defendant. Pointing to the numerous HUD approvals of its public and subsidized housing projects over the years, Yonkers argued that HUD's policies, by emphasizing the need to locate those projects in areas with relatively low
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194 Tom Ferrell et al., Yonkers Challenges Desegregation Suit, N.Y. Times, Nov. 30, 1980, § 4, at 6. The clock was running for both sides. After the November elections, the lame-duck Congress passed and sent to the President a bill to prevent DOJ from suing for court-mandated school busing, a bill that some liberals feared President Carter might not veto. Id.
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land acquisition costs, had actually *encouraged* the city to concentrate the projects in minority areas. If Yonkers were found liable to the plaintiffs, the city argued, HUD should also be liable as the truly responsible party.

Sussman looked upon this development with mixed feelings. If he could establish liability, an effective remedy would require HUD funds and program authority. And he might use the recrimination between Yonkers and HUD to play them off against one another, bolstering his case. On the other hand, their mutual finger-pointing was risky. Yonkers hoped to deflect blame by showing that it had simply complied with HUD’s directives. If the court accepted this argument, the plaintiffs would lose the case because they had to prove the city’s racial animus, not just its passive acquiescence and complaisance.

To surmount this obstacle, Sussman had to do two things. First, he had to show that HUD was *independently* liable whether or not the city was also liable. He hoped to do this by focusing on HUD’s failure to enforce its own regulations that required cities to use their HUD funds to deconcentrate minority enclaves through scattered siting. He also hoped to do this by proving the following: HUD issued anti-concentration regulations; Yonkers was aware of them but did not comply because of racism; HUD knew this but did nothing about it.197

But this would take some time, and Sussman’s second goal—to capture HUD funds for remedial purposes before they disappeared—could not wait. He feared (with justification, as it turned out) that the Reagan Administration would place a moratorium on new projects, and he searched for a way to keep the spigot open long enough to secure an effective housing remedy. In thinking about how to do this, Sussman faced two fundamental legal and remedial issues: Could a court force Yonkers to use HUD funds against its will and in ways that it opposed? And if there were no HUD funds (or even if there were), could the city be forced to use its own resources to fund a remedy?

Uncertain of the answers, Sussman took a gamble. He filed the NAACP’s own claims against HUD and immediately moved for a preliminary injunction, asking the court to require HUD to escrow the funds necessary to construct or otherwise provide 200 units of housing.198 As Sussman predicted, this tactic put DOJ in a ticklish position. Many lawyers in the Civil Rights Division secretly sympathized with his strategy, but DOJ could not support it. Perhaps for this reason, HUD decided that it was time to get its own lawyers rather than continue to rely on the Civil Rights Division, where many of Sussman’s allies and former colleagues still worked.
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Sussman was also uncomfortable relying on the Civil Rights Division. He did not trust the Reagan appointees who now led it, or that another division of DOJ now represented HUD. In addition, the government's theory of Yonkers's liability differed from that advanced by the NAACP. Whereas the government focused on the city's failure to build in east Yonkers, the NAACP focused on the increased minority concentration in southwest Yonkers, which resulted from the housing that the city did build. In addition, Sussman was intent on implicating HUD as well as Yonkers, and to do this he had to stress both what was and was not built.

Sussman's motion to escrow HUD money to fund a possible remedy was a long shot, and no one was really surprised when Judge Sand denied it as premature because HUD's liability had not yet been established.\textsuperscript{199} But the motion also served three of Sussman's tactical goals: to gain quick access to HUD's files; to use the HUD documents to guide his later discovery against Yonkers; and to educate the court about Sussman's theory of the case and version of the facts.

The discovery, Sussman recalled with pleasure, revealed "the city's footprints all over HUD's files."\textsuperscript{200} The HUD-Yonkers interface was close and tended to implicate both. For example, Bill Green, HUD's regional director (and later a Congressman), had urged the city to locate 1200 units of assisted housing outside southwest Yonkers, but when the city insisted on locating them inside that area he funded them anyway. The files also showed that the city had vetoed many projects that HUD was willing to fund, thus belying the city's argument that land cost was the obstacle.\textsuperscript{201} Most important, HUD's files, along with other evidence gathered by Sussman, showed in choreographic detail that "the dance"—in which east Yonkers sites proposed by the city bureaucracy and approved by HUD were rejected by the City Council, followed by HUD's funding of other locations—was still very much in progress.

In addition to the material Sussman found during the HUD discovery process, he viewed the Board of Education's motion to sever its case from the city's as implying its fear that the city's case was weak and might taint its own. Sussman used this motion to tighten the linkage between segregation in schools and housing, which the court used to deny the severance.\textsuperscript{202}

In Sussman's view, the decisive development in the entire case occurred in December 1982 when the city tried to sell the Public School 4 ("P.S. 4") site.\textsuperscript{203} More than two years earlier, just before the suit was filed, the city had responded to HUD's request for an inventory of sites available for public and assisted housing. Of the fourteen locations listed
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by the city, HUD had found only two to be acceptable—a McLean Avenue property, and the vacant P.S. 4 site. When the city permitted the McLean Avenue site to be developed as a shopping center, it left P.S. 4 as the only HUD-approved location for low-income housing. Then, when the city moved to sell it to a condominium developer, HUD did not object. Sussman, however, did. He swiftly moved to enjoin the sale, insisting that the city had a responsibility to preserve what might be the only site with which it could meet its 1980 commitment to HUD. In discovery, several members of the committee that the Council had appointed to screen potential developers of the site admitted to Sussman that its real purpose was to bypass the normal processes and move the property into private hands where it could not be used for public or assisted housing. Confronted with this evidence, the city’s lawyer persuaded the City Council to consent to the preliminary injunction. When the Council refused to drop its plan to sell, the lawyer quit. This episode, Sussman says, “vividly illustrated everything we were trying to tell the court about why the city was liable and why HUD, which did not even object, was also liable. And it happened right before the judge’s eyes, two years after the case started.”

The trial began in August 1983 after Judge Sand’s strenuous efforts to promote a negotiated settlement failed. Positions had hardened. Yonkers pointed the finger at HUD, which had approved all of the sites. HUD insisted that it had no way of knowing that the city’s site selections were a pretext for discrimination. The School Board denied any responsibility for the city’s misdeeds. Sussman contended that the city and HUD were equally to blame. He opposed settlement on principle and felt that the Yonkers community would never accept liability and a far-reaching remedy unless the whole story could be laid out at a trial and confirmed in the court’s opinion.

On Christmas Day, a New York Times article reported that, after several more aborted attempts at settlement, the negotiators had reached a tentative agreement. But Mayor Angelo Martinelli and a majority of the Council, who were receiving gloomy briefings from the city’s lawyers that summarized the damaging testimony being given by city officials (including Martinelli himself), opposed any plan involving mandatory busing, enlarged neighborhood school districts, large expenditures, or subsidized housing in east Yonkers. Even so, Martinelli was slowly and privately coming around to the city lawyers’ pro-settlement view.

[...]
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4. The HUD Consent Decree

There was another defendant in the case, however, and as settlement pressures mounted, HUD's role in the litigation took center stage. As discussed above, the city had maintained that the concentration of housing in minority areas was a condition for which HUD was ultimately responsible. As the city's litigation prospects grew ever bleaker, its hope of exculpating itself by inculpating HUD became even more fervent. As a purely factual matter, Yonkers's claim implicating HUD in the siting decisions had much merit. HUD (or its predecessor agencies) had approved the sites of all of the projects that it had subsidized, going back to the public housing projects of the 1940s. But the city also contended that until fairly recently, HUD's policies had actually encouraged, if not required, it to site housing projects in southwest Yonkers rather than in the more pricey, suburban neighborhoods in east Yonkers. HUD, the city argued, preferred projects to be sited in or close to the urban renewal areas from which many of the new tenants had been displaced. There, land acquisition costs were low and housing sites would be near public services, such as low-cost transportation and shopping.207

Little evidence supported the strongest version of Yonkers's claim—that HUD had directed it to site public housing in or near urban renewal areas. Rather, HUD in more recent years had actually asked Yonkers to avoid concentrating minorities. But even Judge Sand found some validity in a weaker form of the city's claim. It was "reasonable to assume," he later wrote, "that HUD may have encouraged the City to put some of its relocation housing near the major urban renewal areas."208 In rejecting Yonkers's argument, however, Judge Sand emphasized that HUD's policy did not require the city to build in any particular area and that the city had actually considered siting some projects in non-renewal areas.209 None of this necessarily relieved HUD of a shared responsibility—perhaps legal but certainly moral—for the housing patterns it had financed and approved, so Yonkers wanted to keep HUD in the case as a co-defendant.

Once Sussman put his case into evidence, however, he had compelling reasons to settle with the agency. In the final analysis, only HUD had
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the funds to provide the particular relief—more housing for low-income and minority families in scattered sites—that the NAACP had entered the lawsuit to obtain. As the price for allowing HUD to exit, Sussman hoped to extract much of these housing funds. Indeed, settling with HUD might actually produce more low-income housing than would a successful trial. After all, even if Judge Sand ruled for the plaintiffs on the liability issues, it by no means followed that he would issue a remedial order going as far as HUD might be willing to go in a settlement. A settlement between the NAACP and HUD, moreover, might achieve all of this while keeping HUD in the case because Yonkers would never drop its claims against the agency.

Sussman plunged into intensive negotiations with HUD, and early in 1984 they reached an agreement and submitted it to Judge Sand for the requisite court approval and entry of a consent decree. At its core, the agreement provided that within forty-five days, HUD would "make available solely" to Yonkers, and would invite the city to apply for, HUD funds for 200 units of two-bedroom and larger family public housing, which might or might not require new construction, "to be located east of the Saw Mill River Parkway within the City of Yonkers." HUD also agreed to work with the city to bring any unsatisfactory proposals up to HUD standards; encourage the city to use its CDBG funds to develop this housing; refrain from seeking to recapture any unused funds for these units unless it concluded (after giving the NAACP an opportunity to object) that there were "no developable sites" in east Yonkers; invite the city to apply for 175 Section 8 certificates for families and to limit their use during the first 120 days to units located in east Yonkers; allow exceptions to the certificates’ maximum gross rent limitations; require the city to affirmatively assist certificated families to find units in east Yonkers; and report on how those certificates were being used.

Although the agreement did not specify that the new units be occupied by racial minorities, those on the waiting list for public housing would have priority, and they were mainly blacks and Hispanics.

Yonkers was not a party to the consent agreement and in fact vigorously opposed it. Nonetheless, the agreement provided that HUD would not grant the city those funds, and would in fact impose on it other fiscal penalties, unless the city complied with certain timetables and other requirements. For example, the city had to obtain site pre-approvals for at
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least 140 of the units, was required to “take all actions within its control” to build 140 of the units by June 30, 1985, and was required to include in its HAP “a sufficient goal for family units in light of available resources... to meet its low and moderate-income housing needs.”

The consent agreement represented a great victory for the NAACP. It not only committed HUD to fund additional public housing and rent supplements for east Yonkers, it also protected the plaintiffs against rising housing costs by defining HUD’s obligation in terms of a specific number of units rather than a specific level of funding. In addition, it envisioned that the funds would flow quickly, on a preferential basis, and at a time when new federal housing assistance throughout the nation was being curtailed. But there was a hitch. HUD would not have to act on most of these commitments unless Yonkers took the initiative to apply for funding and met the requisite timetables and regulatory standards. In short, HUD’s promises would be meaningless unless the city government took HUD up on them, which it was not inclined to do.

When Judge Sand approved the proposed consent decree and dismissed HUD from the case, he did so over the vehement protests of the city and the newly formed Save Yonkers Federation, described earlier. In light of subsequent events, the importance of the HUD-NAACP consent decree can scarcely be exaggerated. It legitimated giving the plaintiffs more relief than the law might have allowed the judge to order on his own. It also moved Judge Sand down a remedial road that at the time appeared much better-marked, straighter, and shorter than it turned out to be. And it kept him there long after its destination ceased being a worthwhile goal. The court would learn a painful lesson: it was far easier to influence the lawyers and the other professionals in the case than to motivate the politicians in Yonkers to comply.

Although HUD was now out of the case (at least as far as the NAACP’s claims were concerned), it was not yet in the clear. Dismissing HUD, Judge Sand had taken pains to emphasize that if its future participation in the litigation became necessary, the court “would not be without means to obtain” it. The ink was hardly dry on these words when the NAACP took the judge up on them. HUD responded to the decree by inviting Yonkers to apply for Section 8 certificates, but when the city applied, HUD did not issue them. Insisting that HUD had “subverted” the decree, the NAACP asked the court to compel HUD’s compliance. In court, HUD contended that the law did not authorize it to approve and issue certificates in excess of those called for in a city’s HAP. Yonkers’s failure to amend its HAP goals to include the new certificates, HUD said, prevented their issuance.
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Judge Sand would have none of this. Castigating HUD for its position, he found that the decree had envisioned the Section 8 certificates “as relief that could be provided expeditiously, and without the need for any action on the part of the City.”216 While acknowledging that the law precluded HUD from approving an application inconsistent with the city’s HAP goals, he found that HUD had not made the promised “reasonable effort” to induce the city to amend its HAP and thus end the problem. “In fact,” he noted with annoyance, “HUD could scarcely have done less.”217 HUD, Judge Sand ruled, must take certain specified steps to persuade Yonkers to amend its HAP. If the city did not respond, HUD must threaten to disapprove any HAP that did not provide for the Section 8 certificates available to the city under the decree.218

This contretemps, and others still to come, signaled the nature of the game that the defendants were playing in 1985—and continued to play for many years after. The city housing agency (“MHA”) was prepared to build public housing wherever the politicians would allow the agency to build, provided HUD came up with the necessary funding. MHA was ready to receive and distribute the 175 certificates provided under the decree, although it warned that east Yonkers landlords might not accept them.219 Most members of the City Council, including Mayor Martinelli, did not want to build public housing anywhere, even in southwest Yonkers. Like many Americans, they viewed public housing projects as a breeding ground for crime, drug use, and dependency. They also believed that the city already had too much public housing, draining its limited resources.220 Concurrently, HUD entered the second term of a Reagan administration that had built only 5000 units of public housing, almost all on Indian reservations. HUD had no interest in building more, preferring to use Section 8 certificates.221 It had no wish to penalize Yonkers for following its lead and was especially reluctant to impose sanctions against cities at a time when it was already reducing funding for other construction programs in which cities like Yonkers had far more interest.222 HUD saw Yonkers as a normal grantee to be dealt with under normal rules and arrangements. But Judge Sand clearly regarded Yonkers as
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a special situation demanding unique treatment and had placed HUD un-
der a court order that the agency feared to defy.

5. The Decision Imposing Liability on the City

On November 20, 1985, fourteen months after the trial ended but
only two weeks after the municipal elections, Judge Sand issued his deci-
sion. Given the testimony by Mayor Martinelli and other top officials
conceding that racial factors influenced City Council siting decisions,
only the ostriches and the incurably optimistic in City Hall could have
been surprised at the final peroration of the housing portion of Judge
Sand's gargantuan opinion:

In sum, the record clearly demonstrates that race has had a
chronic and pervasive influence on decisions relating to the lo-
cation of subsidized housing in Yonkers. While the precise
configuration of subsidized housing which would have arisen in
the absence of that influence necessarily remains a matter of
speculation, it is clear that "but for" that influence, a signifi-
cantly different result would have obtained.\(^2\)

The influence of race on housing decisions, Judge Sand emphasized, was
intentionally discriminatory, not merely incidental or adventitious; the
pattern of segregative intent was so clear that his judgment condemning
the city was "a relatively easy one."\(^2\) Considering that Judge Sand's
judgment would later be affirmed by both the Court of Appeals\(^2\) and the
United States Supreme Court,\(^2\) his confidence in his judgment seems
justified. The evidence, indeed, supported his findings about "who did
what to whom and when" and that race was a motivating factor in the
city's placement decisions.

More doubtful was Judge Sand's belief that residential neighborhood
segregation in Yonkers would not have occurred in the absence of the
city's racism—or, to put it another way, that racism was the necessary
and sufficient precondition for this segregation. Although the legal valid-
ity of his ruling depended on such a finding, Judge Sand did not spell out
this belief, much less defend it. Nor is it likely that he could have done so
persuasively. As noted earlier, residential segregation can be caused by a
number of factors other than racism: private preferences for ethnic ho-
mogeneity, income-based differentiation of neighborhoods, land use de-
cisions driven by tax and other economic factors, and a widely shared

\(^{224}\) Id. at 1369.
\(^{225}\) See United States v. Yonkers Bd. of Educ., 837 F.2d 1181 (2d Cir. 1987).
classist value system with respect to housing that claims to legitimate existing housing patterns.

Judge Sand's ruling illustrates an unfortunate social and legal compulsion to use simple dualistic categories to explain complex phenomena. Here, characterizing the city's conduct as racist (and hence legally culpable), became essential to the case, even though that conduct almost certainly reflected some mixture of both racism and classism. Legal remedies premised on such simplifications are poorly tailored to the realities they seek to regulate and transform. I have explained this problem elsewhere:

Ordinarily we assess people and things according to the numerous dimensions along which they vary—for example, size, strength, beauty, speed, intelligence, morality, humor, culpability, and value. In contrast, law—especially regulatory law—usually attempts to constrain complex reality through simple binary, yes-or-no categories; it seldom uses the kinds of continuous categories of more-or-less that refine our perceptions and discourse and render everyday life intelligible and nuanced. The citizen beholding law's artificial, reductionist classifications often protests in the name of common sense: "The real world isn't black and white; it is all a matter of degree." Law knows this, of course, but it pretends otherwise. There are plausible arguments for using simplistic classifications, and they have usually carried the day.

This analysis, if correct, may shed light on the remarkable fact, detailed below, that even after fifteen more years of litigation and political turmoil over implementing the court's decision, low-income blacks have little more access to housing in Yonkers's white neighborhoods today than they did before the litigation.

To the question of why the law has yielded so little, the short answer is that the city militantly and recklessly defied it. But this answer only pushes the "why" question back a step—for as Jonathan Rieder notes, the "rising up of a placid community, the breaking of lawful and routine patterns of making wishes known, is an event of remarkable singularity that demands explanation."

One could tell many explanatory stories, the most straightforward of which being that the Yonkers resisters were simply recalcitrant racists.

---

227 See, e.g., LAWRENCE D. BOBO & MICHAEL P. MASSAGLI, Stereotyping and Urban Inequality, in URBAN INEQUALITY: EVIDENCE FROM FOUR CITIES 89–163 (Alice O'Connor et al. eds., 2001) (analyzing racial and economic stereotypes).
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But although Yonkers (and especially SFY) clearly had its racists, the city was neither a moral backwater nor a lawless, hate-filled enclave. Before the housing crisis erupted, its public and private life seemed indistinguishable from that of other American communities where racism has declined dramatically. Another story focuses on the intolerance and lawlessness of the city's political leaders. Yonkers voters, however, ratified the politicians' open defiance, costly as they knew it would be to them and to their city. For all that appears, the City Council gave the citizens what most of them seemed to want.

I wish to hypothesize a different response to Rieder's demand for explanation—one that I cannot prove but that is nonetheless consistent with the personal interviews I conducted in Yonkers. Let us suppose that most people in Yonkers genuinely believed (1) that the city's residential patterns resulted mainly from conventional private and public choices based on economic and classist, "not-in-my-back-yard" ("NIMBY") values, with racism only a marginal factor—or put another way, that those conventional reasons were a necessary and sufficient cause of the residential patterns; (2) that Judge Sand was wrong, demeaning, and morally obtuse to insist that these choices and values were racist; and (3) that his remedy was ill-founded, immoral, and jeopardized their hard-earned property and sense of well-being. My hypothesis is that citizens who believed these things might also have believed that if Judge Sand's law violated the norms of their community about how neighborhoods should form and develop, how diverse they should be, and how diversity must come about in order to be valued, then so much the worse for his law and so much stronger the reasons for resisting it.

I do not know whether the people of Yonkers actually believed these things nor do I know whether they were in fact true. Judge Sand made strong findings of fact that intentional racial discrimination played a role in Yonkers's housing patterns, findings that the appeals court fully affirmed and that seem clearly correct. But what is also arguable, and again, probably impossible to prove or disprove, is that conventional market dynamics would have caused these patterns anyway, with or without such discrimination. If this was so—or even if reasonable people thought it was so—then this might well explain defiance of law by many of Yonkers's whites, a defiance that, in Jonathan Rieder's sense, is otherwise inexplicable.

6. The Decision on Remedy

In the immediate aftermath of the court's liability decision, the schools part of the case occupied center stage. In part this reflected the fact that the housing ruling was unusual while the ruling on schools was not. The politics, and even the mechanics, of implementing whatever housing remedy the court would eventually adopt would be complicated
and protracted. It would be necessary at a minimum to agree upon a plan, negotiate with HUD for funding, select and acquire sites, solicit bids from contractors, obtain building permits and zoning approvals, and clear other administrative hurdles in order to reach even the construction stage. No city had ever done this before under the compulsion of a court order. The court's aegis might speed things up, or it might slow them down. Nobody really knew.

In contrast, there were some hopeful political portents. Mayor Martinelli, newly re-elected to his sixth term, spoke of compromise, at least on the schools front. He expressed some support for the plan that had been negotiated in March 1984 by the NAACP and the school board but was rejected by the City Council. And a new City Council, expanded to its pre-1983 complement of twelve as the result of the settlement of a federal voting rights case, would assume office in a matter of weeks. It would include two new female members and its first black member. Moreover, even the recalcitrant members presumably understood that if they left the development of the housing and school plans to the court, they would lose control over the process, the policies, and perhaps the politics.

Judge Sand ordered the parties to convene on December 18, 1985, to discuss how to proceed with the remedial phase of the case. His remedial powers, everyone knew, were awesomely broad. Indeed, in certain respects they were far broader than those of city officials, including the City Council. In principle, at least, he could exercise them unilaterally; legislative, administrative, and judicial authority were fused in him. He did not have to fashion a legislative majority, nor would he face reprisals at the polls. Perhaps most important, he alone defined the limits of his own authority, subject only to possible reversal by the appeals court.

The prospect of appellate review, however, did not pose much of a threat. The city's appeal on liability could not be filed until Judge Sand issued his remedial order, and two or more years would elapse before the appeals court finally ruled. A district court has very broad discretion to decide precisely which policy instruments and implementation processes are necessary and appropriate to remedy intentional racial discrimination. In Gautreaux, for example, the United States Supreme Court allowed the trial judge to extend his already broad remedy beyond the boundaries of Chicago to include the entire metropolitan housing market.230

On the housing side of the Yonkers case, disputes began to surface even before the parties could submit housing plans or discuss settlement. HUD, still operating under the terms of the consent decree it had negotiated with Sussman, rejected two sites in east Yonkers (one near the

Raceway and the other near the Cross County Shopping Center) that the city had selected for public housing to comply with the decree in order to avert the loss of $3.6 million in HUD funds. Sussman agreed with HUD: "The two sites," he said, "are not in neighborhoods, but on the fringes. If the sites are not in neighborhoods, how can they be integrated?"  

The spirit of compromise that Martinelli and others had discerned shortly after the liability ruling vanished as quickly as it had appeared. The immediate cause was the increasingly bitter dispute over the schools remedy, but several disputed issues related directly to the still-simmering housing dispute. For example, disagreements arose over whether certain sites, such as the Whitman Middle School in northeast Yonkers (on which school buildings were located), should instead be used for public housing should those schools be closed under the remedy. Another entangling issue related to whether the city would appeal Judge Sand's liability and remedy decisions and if so, which parts.

But the most important conflict between the two sides of the case was fiscal. Every dollar of the estimated $37 million (not including capital expenditures) that would be required to implement the schools plan proposed by the school board was a dollar unavailable to the city to implement the housing remedy. And because there was a serious question, not resolved until 1989, about whether HUD would pay all of the housing costs to be mandated, this conflict raised serious fiscal concerns. Moreover, since the financing of any schools or housing remedy required the City Council's approval, electoral politics would pervade any remedial plan.

On May 28, 1986, after a six-day remedial trial, Judge Sand issued his housing order. He began by finding that the city's violations of minority rights had continued beyond 1980, when the suit was filed, up to the present. In support of this finding, he noted that the city had failed to designate two acceptable public housing sites in east Yonkers, an action that it had agreed to take in 1980 to receive CDBG funds from HUD. He found, in addition, that Yonkers had failed to submit its HAP to HUD and had also failed to procure the Section 8 certificates for use in east Yonkers. Observing that "political paralysis" had "stalemated" the city's decision processes, and citing Yonkers's housing needs and financial straits, Judge Sand found it "unthinkable" that the city, by its inaction in selecting sites or filing required documentation, would forego "scarce federal funds that would be of significant assistance" in providing the additional housing required by his order.

---

231 Interview with Michael H. Sussman, supra note 183.
Building on these findings, Judge Sand enjoined the city from confining public or subsidized housing to southwest Yonkers for racial reasons and from otherwise promoting residential segregation. He ordered Yonkers to create an ambitious fair housing program with educational, informational, marketing, and complaint-generating components to be administered by a Fair Housing Office ("FHO") committed to non-discrimination. The FHO's director and program would be selected under court supervision (the judge even exempted the FHO from civil service restrictions). The FHO would work with Yonkers's MHA, to which Judge Sand ordered the city's Section 8 program to be transferred. Together, the agencies would work to aid families who wished to use Section 8 certificates for units located in east Yonkers. 234

Most of Judge Sand's order, however, involved a class integration remedy that emphasized bricks-and-mortar construction of public housing in east Yonkers and not the dispersal of low-income families into existing private units through the use of Section 8 certificates. The city, Judge Sand decreed, must build 200 public housing units east of the Saw Mill River Parkway. This was the number to which the city had earlier agreed in order to obtain HUD funding and to which HUD had agreed in its consent decree with the NAACP. 235

Remarkably, Judge Sand also authorized the plaintiffs to prepare the necessary proposals and documents for the implementation of these decrees and announced that if he approved these proposals and documents, he would order the actions directly into effect through the fictive device of "deeming" the city and HUD into compliance. Judge Sand also used this device to "deem" the city to have taken certain actions—the submission to HUD of certain funding applications and other documents, the designation of at least two sites for 140 family units for pre-approval by HUD, and the submission (through MHA) of site development proposals—in the face of the city's failure to take them. He also "deemed" those actions to be in compliance with HUD's legal requirements. Judge Sand ordered that if the city failed to designate approved sites promptly, the court would "deem" the city to have designated the combination of the P.S. 4, P.S. 15, and Walt Whitman School sites, and any other available sites designated by the plaintiffs and approved by the court. 236

This approach was highly controversial, if not unprecedented. The traditional remedy for a defendant's obduracy or inaction was to hold it in contempt and then enforce that contempt by imposing fines, imprisonment, or both. But Judge Sand anticipated, correctly, a guerilla strategy of contemptuous behavior on the city's part. He was unwilling to tolerate
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the protracted, debilitating struggle that a sequential, incremental use of the contempt sanction would almost certainly entail. In addition to the use of the "deeming" device, Judge Sand warned that if the city did not comply, "the Court may appoint a person expert in such matters to assist the Court and the parties in the preparation of the materials required pursuant to this Order, whose reasonable compensation shall be paid by Yonkers."\(^{237}\)

Judge Sand also encouraged the city to provide most of the public housing units through an inclusionary zoning approach. The designated sites could contain market-rate units as well as assisted ones so long as at least 140 of the 200-unit total were assisted units. He hoped that integrating public housing with private housing would reduce the former's stigma in the public mind and thus ease political opposition. He also hoped that this would encourage the city, in accordance with the prevailing city planning wisdom, to scatter the units among a number of sites rather than build one obtrusive high-rise. Finally, he hoped that it would enhance the social and economic integration of low-income tenants into the surrounding community. As for the remaining sixty units, Judge Sand ordered the city to submit proposed sites from a list of six available privately owned sites that the city's planning director had indicated were suitable for development of public housing. He also required that no privately owned site be submitted unless MHA either had acquired legal control of the site itself or had an agreement with the owner (or with a developer holding an option from the owner) to develop the public housing units on a turnkey basis. The public housing units, he said, could be part of a mixed public/private development on the site. Eligible persons on the existing waiting list for public housing would be the first offered the units to be built in east Yonkers. Linking his housing remedy to his schools remedy, Judge Sand assigned second priority to families from southwest Yonkers with school-age children whose enrollment in the east Yonkers schools would further school integration.

In addition to mandating public housing, Judge Sand required the city, not HUD, to subsidize "affordable" housing for low and moderate-income people by creating an affordable housing trust fund, to be run by the FHO in cooperation with HUD and MHA. The trust fund would initially consist of at least 25% of Yonkers CDBG funds for a three-year period.\(^{238}\) Through this trust fund, Judge Sand sought to encourage private development of affordable housing and to advance racial and economic integration. Therefore, he required the city to use the trust fund to induce developers to include at least 20% of their units as affordable units by giving them certain concessions.\(^{239}\) Moreover, Judge Sand re-

\(^{237}\) Id. at 1581.
\(^{238}\) Id. at 1581–82.
\(^{239}\) Id. at 1582. These might include write-downs of the price of city-owned land; sub-
quired the city to quickly develop a detailed plan for creating subsidized family housing units beyond the 200 units of public housing already mandated. He insisted that these units be located “in existing residential areas in east or northwest Yonkers” and allowed them to be financed out of the trust fund or out of other public or private resources. For example, they could be included in developments containing market rate units, and the city could use inclusionary zoning arrangements to provide these units. As with the new public housing, Judge Sand mandated occupancy priorities for the new units in order to use his housing remedy to help implement his schools decree.

Judge Sand also ordered the city to file all applications and documents necessary to secure not only CDBG entitlement funds but also all available public and private funding. He required the city to fund “all of the measures set forth herein” as well as in his earlier schools order. And in a decision that threatened to freeze all private development in the city, Judge Sand barred Yonkers from granting “any zoning change or variance or issu[ing] a building permit to any private developer with respect to any of the sites” referred to in the order without giving twenty days advance written notice to the plaintiffs and the court. Finally, the court retained jurisdiction over the remedial phase for at least five years.

This was a stunningly broad order, one of the most sweeping ever entered by a federal court. For our purposes, what is most striking about Judge Sand’s housing remedy, other than the “deeming” technique mentioned earlier, was his decision to broaden the focus of the case and the ambit of his power in three ways. First, he extended the remedy well beyond public housing, which had been the cynosure of the legal claims and the factual evidence, to also include subsidized private housing. This extension would benefit a larger group of people, including some who were neither poor nor black. Second, and directly related, he expanded the targets of his remedy far beyond the now-familiar City Council and Yonkers housing bureaucrats, who could be subjected to court orders. His decree encompassed the private housing market, an amorphous set of actors that operated according to very different incentives and whom he

sidized development costs, infrastructure improvements, or interim construction loans; rental or mortgage subsidizes to tenants or buyers; and rehabilitation funds to low- and moderate-income families. Id. The order included special allocation formulae to assure compliance with the CDBG rules. See id. at 1583.
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244 The decision joins the ranks of the district court decision in Missouri v. Jenkins, 1991 WL 538841 (W.D. Mo. 1991), which imposed a broad tax as part of the remedy for a desegregation challenge in Kansas City. The Supreme Court later rejected the district court's sweeping decision in Missouri v. Jenkins, 515 U.S. 70 (1995).
could not place under his direct control. This expansion would have
everous ramifications.

Even more importantly, Judge Sand reached beyond the goal that
had justified his imposition of liability. He transmuted the lawsuit’s goal
of ending housing discrimination against poor blacks into a far more am-
bitious commitment to integrate lower-class blacks and whites into mid-
dle- and upper-class neighborhoods by locating new housing for them
there. This goal, which was similar to the class-based integrations sought
in Mount Laurel but that employed an altogether different means, was far
more difficult to achieve and required much more complex governmental
interventions into neighborhoods and housing markets. The particular
form of intervention that Judge Sand chose was a structural injunction
mandating specific numbers, types, configurations, and income composi-
tions of housing units, and even controlling all private development in the
city that might be conscripted into advancing his remedy.

In moving beyond nondiscrimination to class integration, Judge Sand
must have known that he was taking on a daunting task—though just how
daunting he could never have predicted. Surely he knew that almost
twenty years after the original remedial order in Gautreaux, virtually
none of the mandated public housing had been built despite prodigious
efforts by the judges in that case. At the very least, the Gautreaux prob-
lems would reach his attention a year later when a new judge took the
highly unusual step of putting the Chicago Housing Authority into re-
ceivership in an effort to gain compliance.245

7. Implementing the Housing Remedy

By September 1986, the city’s requests for a stay of Judge Sand’s
orders pending appeal had been denied.246 A New York Times editorial
pronounced that thanks largely to Judge Sand, the Yonkers schools had
been desegregated “in relative tranquility.”247 But the city, citing its
pending appeal and its efforts to convince the court to modify the hous-
ing remedy, did not file the site designations nor do the rezoning required
of it by the remedial order, and Sussman geared up to go back to court. In
December 1986, several weeks after the city missed the deadline for
filing a subsidized housing plan, DOJ asked Judge Sand to hold Yonkers
in contempt and to appoint a “housing master” as a court expert to de-
velop the required inventory of available sites at the city’s expense.248

245 See discussion in Alexander Polikoff, Gautreaux and Institutional Litigation, 64
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The NAACP supported the request for a housing master, but it did not seek a contempt citation. This decision prefigured a major tactical dispute with DOJ, one that would recur throughout the long remedial phase. Sussman felt that litigating contempt would be a political and legal sideshow. In his view, it would only delay implementation, distract attention from the city’s housing violations, and ensure the reelection of lawless city councilors by making martyrs of them. The parties and the court knew what needed to be done, he argued, and Judge Sand should do it directly through his own appointee rather than give the city more opportunities to temporize. Judge Sand, while noting that contempt always remained a possibility, agreed with Sussman. He named Oscar Newman, the author of several books on city planning and an expert witness in *Starrett City* and other housing integration cases, as his housing master. He directed Newman to submit a ranked list of potential sites within ninety days.

In March 1987, after the city had again failed to designate sites for public housing, Judge Sand ordered the city to rezone two sites that it already controlled, Walt Whitman School and P.S. 4, for public housing. (These two schools were vacant, although at the time of Judge Sand’s order, the Board of Education was considering using Whitman for administrative offices as part of its desegregation effort). In addition, Judge Sand ordered the city to bypass the conventional but cumbersome procedures necessary for it to sell those sites to the MHA, which would build and operate the units. Judge Sand hoped to locate 158 of the 200 units on those sites. In addition, he hoped that using only two sites for almost 80% of the units would reduce political resistance.

Newman, although dubious about the swampy Whitman site, located “dozens” of government-, institution-, and privately owned sites in east Yonkers. He hoped to avoid the traditional high-rises and he envisioned two- or three-story semi-detached or townhouse configurations to be occupied mostly by one-parent households with children. The units would be built on eight scattered sites, where they would be integrated into middle-income developments targeted at families earning $25–35,000 a year, and would be subsidized through the city’s use of its CDBG funds and inclusionary zoning deals with builders.

HUD, which would have to fund Newman’s plan, had little enthusiasm for it. HUD’s strict federal guidelines had been developed with more traditional, higher-density projects in mind. The agency doubted that the higher land and development costs of low-density units, especially in Yonkers’s inflated housing market, could meet these restrictions.

Newman anticipated HUD’s reaction, but Sussman’s criticism of the planner’s approach came as something of a shock. Sussman thought

---

Newman's preoccupation with low density was "foolish."\textsuperscript{250} The important goal, the lawyer said, was to maximize the number of units built with the limited funds available; "feasibility," not "the ideology of housing forms," should drive the court's decision.\textsuperscript{251} This conflict between Newman and Sussman was as much political as it was legal or technocratic. Newman had good planning reasons for advocating low densities, but he knew that his proposals would come to naught unless he succeeded in mollifying the City Council. The political dilemma was this: although east Yonkers residents would find low-density developments far more acceptable than high-rises, the former would inevitably increase the number of sites and thus the number of neighborhoods affected, with predictable opposition.

Still, Newman's strategy seemed to be working. A turbulent mid-April meeting of the City Council, at which 1000 spectators watched councilors Spallone and McGovern engage in a heated shoving match, had approved his plan by a vote of 9-4.\textsuperscript{252} But Sussman, too, had constituents to satisfy. He wanted to get as many of them as possible into public and subsidized housing. For Sussman, aesthetics and planning principles had to take a back seat to a more mundane imperative: maximizing the number of his clients who would get housing units.

Judge Sand, as usual, was the man in the middle. He appreciated the political problem underlying the ostensibly technical conflict over site scattering and densities. He also knew that the City Council was even more skittish than usual. Each member's political insecurity was increased by the fact that the Council was readying itself for elections that would consolidate twelve wards into six. Thus, if the Council would accept Newman's plan for scattered sites and low-density development and would actually implement it, Judge Sand was prepared to go along. He was even prepared to allow the city to defer construction until after the Second Circuit decided the city's appeal, so long as the city took the necessary pre-construction steps.

But as "final" deadlines came and went without the city either acquiring potential sites or adopting the necessary zoning changes, Judge Sand's patience wore thin. On July 1, he threw down the gauntlet: the city's choice, he said, was "compliance or receivership."\textsuperscript{253} The city, hoping to avoid public criticism for targeting particular neighborhoods for the housing, urged Judge Sand to impose his own housing plan but he refused to take the bait. The city must designate the sites, rezone for
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denser public housing, and take the political heat. And if the city failed to submit its long-overdue affordable housing plan by mid-July, he would hold it in contempt and impose a fine of $100 per day that would double each day thereafter. These fines would exhaust the city’s entire $306 million budget by the twenty-second day. Tightening the screws even further, Judge Sand ruled that the city could not issue any more building permits with respect to any city-owned or city-controlled property, nor could it sell, transfer, or encumber (e.g., mortgage) such property without his prior approval. Finally, he instructed Newman to submit his final site proposals for the 200 units and to identify surplus county-owned land in Yonkers that the city might use for the additional affordable units that his remedy required.

With this order, the city once again tottered on the rim of fiscal disaster. Sensing that Judge Sand would not hesitate to push it over the brink, the Council pulled back. It approved, and Judge Sand accepted, a plan to build semi-detached duplexes or town houses on eight sites, rather than concentrating them (as the court had preferred) on the Whitman and P.S. 4 sites. In a community that seemed addicted to playing the Perils of Pauline, disaster had been averted. Within a week, however, the agreement had begun to unravel as political, legal, and jurisdictional problems arose around each of the eight sites. Sensing trouble ahead, Judge Sand began to pull back from the city’s alternate plan. Saying the plan might be revised, he solicited public comments on it.

Meanwhile, the municipal campaign was reaching its climax. The housing dispute was the central issue. Some groups urged compliance. Others advocated delay, hoping that the appeals court, which was expected to rule imminently, would uphold the city’s position. On election day, the people spoke clearly for change: they favored more defiance. Mayor Martinelli, who sought a seventh term and led the small conciliatory faction on the Council, was defeated by a twenty-eight-year-old, one-term councilman, Nicholas Wasicsko, who had cultivated an image as the “anyone but Martinelli” candidate. Two incumbents who had supported the city’s alternative plan in July were defeated, while three incumbents who had voted against it were easily re-elected. Democratic Party control of the Council declined from a margin of 10-3 to a bare majority of 4-3. Where the old Council had one black (and two women), the new Council included no blacks or women. In the 65%-majority black district created to settle a Voting Rights Act suit, a split between two black candidates over which area—east Yonkers (the NAACP-backed candidate) or southwest Yonkers (his opponent)—should be the site of

---
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future housing development helped to elect a white incumbent whose district had been eliminated. Henry Spallone, a former police officer in the Bronx and a bombastic, populist leader who would seek to rescind the city's compromise housing plan and eventually become mayor, caught the Yonkers zeitgeist in classist rhetoric: "The message is very simple. The people are saying you can't arbitrarily come into a neighborhood and destroy it by putting in low-income housing projects. Anybody who wants to, can buy property at the going rate. No one is denying blacks or Hispanic people that right."

Convinced now that Yonkers would respond only to persistent pressure, Judge Sand decided to force Yonkers to the brink where it might think more clearly about its future. Just before Thanksgiving, he barred the city from using zoning changes, variances, tax abatements, industrial bonds, or other incentives to assist four pending private developments or any other projects. This moratorium was categorical. Judge Sand would make an exception only if a particular project site was unsuitable for public housing. And he was prepared to go even further. If the city remained defiant, he might extend the freeze to "any and all action with respect to any real estate in Yonkers." Judge Sand knew that his step would probably bring major development in Yonkers to a grinding halt at a time when its economy was starting to boom and its budget was running a $20 million surplus. He had raised the stakes once again, threatening to punish the city not by regulating its housing decisions but by strangling its economic development in non-housing areas.

Although New York Times editorials praised Judge Sand's moratorium as a creative answer to Yonkers's defiance, this tactic raised very serious questions of law, policy, and morality. Was his remedial authority broad enough to allow Judge Sand to control everything the city did, including mass transit, health care, and sanitation? Were there no narrower remedies that would achieve the desired result? Who would suffer most from the moratorium—city officials, private developers, or poor people living in southwest Yonkers where one of the frozen developments was to be located? And was it just or sensible to impose the burden of public and affordable housing on Yonkers while its far wealthier suburban neighbors sat back and did nothing?

While these questions were being pondered, the struggle over sites for public housing was escalating on other fronts. As more obstacles arose, Judge Sand instructed Newman to develop a list of suitable privately owned sites to go with the four school sites that Judge Sand had already secured for the city and on which he wanted the city to build 132
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of the public housing units. Newman submitted a list of nine sites that he said would be "relatively easy to develop" in the low-density configurations he had been advocating.\textsuperscript{259} His list, however, was extremely controversial, even provocative. Although it included sites that were already committed to housing and commercial developments, it also included acreage owned by two religious institutions, St. Joseph's Seminary and Lincoln Park Jewish Center. The religiously owned sites' potential condemnation by the city raised constitutional, not to mention political, questions.

Shortly after Christmas, the Second Circuit gave Judge Sand a much-wanted gift: it unanimously affirmed his liability and remedy decisions in all respects, calling them "exhaustive and well documented."\textsuperscript{260} This approval strengthened Judge Sand's hand, making it easier to deal effectively with the more recalcitrant City Council that would assume office on New Year's Day. The Second Circuit could hardly have been more deferential to Judge Sand's rulings on law, on facts, on liability, and most remarkably, on remedy. It's one-page treatment of the remedy, which emphasized that the remedy was "closely tailored to the City's constitutional violations" and that the city had agreed with HUD earlier to build the 200 units, seems extraordinarily cursory in light of the difficult legal issues raised by Judge Sand's order. The Second Circuit did not even mention, for example, three of the most unusual aspects of the order—that it imposed a duty to promote affordable, not just public, housing; that it threatened to freeze economic development in Yonkers; and that it fashioned a remedy for a racial violation in terms of integration by income class. (When Judge Sand added a racial component a decade later, the city filed another appeal, which was denied in 2001).\textsuperscript{261} The appellate court had given Judge Sand the whip insofar as remedy was concerned, and he lost no time in cracking it.

8. The Yonkers Consent Decree

The Second Circuit's ruling, coupled with Judge Sand's increasing pressure on the Yonkers economy and the City Council, had an immediate, unmistakable effect. To the new mayor, Nicholas Wasicsko, it "changed the landscape."\textsuperscript{262} The city's litigation strategy, which had produced nothing but $15 million of lawyers' bills, had essentially come to an end. Idled developers and community groups that favored compliance swung into action. The CANOPY group, for example, distributed 60,000

\textsuperscript{259} James Feron, 9 Sites Listed for Public Housing in Yonkers, N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 11, 1987, at B4.
\textsuperscript{260} United States v. Yonkers Bd. of Educ., 837 F.2d 1181, 1186 (2d Cir. 1987).
\textsuperscript{261} United States v. Sec'y of Hous. & Urban Dev., 239 F.3d 211 (2d Cir. 2001).
\textsuperscript{262} James Feron, Yonkers Said to Propose an Accord on Bias Suit, N.Y. TIMES, Jan. 9, 1988, at B1.
fliers, one to almost every family in the city, urging immediate compliance and a scattered site solution.

On January 20, 1988, the Council threw in the towel—or so it seemed. Amid a clamorous chamber filled with citizens opposed to the measure, and citing the threat of large fines, the Council voted 5-1, with Councilman and Vice-Mayor Spallone opposed, to approve the HAP that Judge Sand had mandated years earlier. Five days later, after around-the-clock negotiating sessions and only one hour before the court’s deadline, the city agreed to seven specific sites for townhouse-style public housing. The seven sites, each with an agreed-upon number of units, included the Whitman, P.S. 4, and Lincoln public school sites, and four privately owned properties, including part of the St. Joseph’s Seminary parcel. In addition, the Council agreed to adopt an ordinance requiring that all multi-family developments designate at least 20% of the units as affordable units until a total of 800 such units was achieved within four years. In addition, the Council agreed not to seek Supreme Court review of Judge Sand’s decisions.

Announcing the settlement in open court, a lawyer for Yonkers reported that several pro-compliance Council members had received threatening phone calls and envelopes containing bullets. Expressing concern about this intimidation, Judge Sand announced that he would end his freeze on private development, although not the freeze on transfers of city-owned property. Immediately after the court adjourned the hearing, Spallone, the lone holdout on the Council and for that reason excluded from the negotiations, shouted at the lawyer, “You sold out the city!”

He had a special reason to be furious: four of the seven sites, which would contain 108 of the 200 units, were located not far from Spallone’s district and residence. Nicholas Longo, who had also campaigned against the court but had voted to comply, fared better. His district was assigned fewer units than expected, and one proposed site located directly behind his house was struck from the final list. As recriminations and accusations between old political allies intensified, the Council fractured along new fault lines.

After a long, raucous January 28 meeting held amid bitter taunts and shouts of “Resign! Resign!” by 800 enraged spectators under the watchful eyes of police officers, the Council voted to accept the negotiators’ agreement. When the meeting ended at almost 1:30 A.M., only Spallone, who was loudly cheered, and another who switched his vote at the last moment, opposed the resolution. All but one of the councilors who

---
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supported the resolution had campaigned against it less than three months earlier, and the sobriquets "wimp" and "liar" were constantly hurled at them. With this vote, the city could sign the consent decree.

Within two months, however, several developments brought the city back to court. With the deadline for appealing to the Supreme Court rapidly approaching, the city now sought to renege on its commitment to forgo that appeal, a commitment that had infuriated many in Yonkers who bitterly resented Judge Sand’s orders. The mounting opposition to the consent decree, it argued, was causing “near chaos for the Council in its attempts to govern the city.” Few expected the city to win an appeal, but it would be politically popular and might delay the inevitable. When its high-profile Manhattan law firm resigned in anger over the Council’s criticism of it for not pursuing the Supreme Court appeal, more delays occurred. Meanwhile, new problems had arisen over some of the sites to which the city had consented, including soil subsidence at one location and the refusal of John Cardinal O’Connor, Archbishop of New York, to sell the seminary property. In addition, the Archbishop questioned whether the court-ordered priority for occupancy by families with children in the local public schools would discriminate against parochial school families. To add to the crisis, HUD now refused to provide funds beyond those necessary to build three-story walkups. New rounds of siting and funding proposals, and counter-proposals, culminated in a dramatic motion by the city to vacate the recent consent decree and to return the $30 million HUD grant it had won for the housing.

Judge Sand declined to alter the consent decree. Instead, he entered an order requiring the Council to enact into law a housing plan that he had drafted in consultation with the parties. The Council refused to do so and proposed that the court should order the necessary legislation into effect. On July 26, Judge Sand issued an order giving the Council until August 1 to enact the legislation, known as the Affordable Housing Ordinance. If it failed to do so, the city and each councilor failing to vote for it would be punished with contempt citations and heavy fines. On August 1, the Council voted 4-3 not to comply, and Judge Sand held the city and four councilors in contempt and imposed the fines. The Second Circuit upheld Judge Sand’s sanctions in virtually all respects. The city and councilors appealed to the United States Supreme Court.

With their appeal pending, their fines rapidly growing (those imposed on the councilors were stayed pending appeal), and drastic cuts in
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core city services looming, the Council purged itself of contempt by enacting the Ordinance. Councilors Spallone and Fagan voted no, remaining in contempt. Spallone's obstinacy was rewarded politically in November 1989 when he ousted the pro-compliance incumbent mayor Wasisko. Two months later, he also won a legal victory when the Supreme Court ruled, over four Justices' impassioned dissent, that Judge Sand had abused his discretion by sanctioning the two councilors without waiting to see whether they would comply with the new ordinance.\textsuperscript{270}

Mayor Spallone and the city continued to defy the court. Judge Sand responded by in effect stepping into the Council's shoes. He directly ordered the city housing agencies to implement his instructions on requesting bids for site development, choosing among the bids, transferring the building site titles to the developer, issuing building permits, and a host of other matters. HUD, which would have to fund the housing, opposed many of Newman's design and development plans on bureaucratic, procedural, and cost grounds. It second-guessed him even on matters of detail, such as the quality of fencing around the yards. When construction began on the first site in April 1991, weekly protest marches and more threats of violence followed, but to no avail. In November, Spallone was defeated for re-election.

The 200 units of scattered-site public housing that the court had mandated back in 1985 were built on seven sites that contained fourteen to forty-eight units each and were not fully occupied until the mid-1990s. Sited in overwhelmingly white, middle-income neighborhoods in east Yonkers, they were two- and three-bedroom, factory-built brick townhouses featuring small private backyards and other features designed to make them look like single-family homes and blend into the neighborhood. The tenants were low-income black and Hispanic families whom the MHA chose by lottery, half from existing public housing tenants and half from the waiting list. Building the first developments cost about $110,000 per unit, a relatively high amount that HUD opposed and that aroused much controversy in Yonkers—especially given that its then-weak housing market would have enabled the city to acquire co-ops and other existing units, which would have saved money, permitted more scattering of the units, and produced less neighborhood opposition. In addition, by refusing to allocate city-owned sites for the housing, and by forcing MHA into the private market, the city made matters even worse.\textsuperscript{271}

In any moral accounting of the city government’s behavior, it has long been bankrupt. Its defiance flagrantly violated the constitutional rights of its minority residents, demonstrated contempt for the rule of law, and nearly destroyed the community, leaving wounds that may never heal. That said (and it can hardly be said enough), any inquest on the law’s effectiveness in promoting diversity must ask some other questions: What has Judge Sand’s public housing remedy actually wrought? Was it worth the price that the entire Yonkers community—rich and poor, minority and white, racist and integrationist—has paid? Were there other ways through which the court could have better vindicated the law’s promises?

The first two questions have an empirical core that social science can help reveal. A study of how the public housing was affecting the surrounding neighborhoods in 1994-95, shortly after the last mandated tenants moved in, concluded that the housing “has not wreaked havoc in any of the ways that opponents of the court order claimed it would. Most importantly, there are no signs of neighborhood tipping or significant white flight.... Any negative price effects not apparent in our statistical models should be short term.”272 Other analysts, however, have examined the data on property value effects and concluded that such declines did occur, especially around the public housing sites in the less prestigious neighborhoods.273

Be that as it may, Xavier de Souza Briggs reported in 1997 on how the social integration of these neighborhoods had progressed several years after the moves:

[F]ew of the movers interact with whites in the new neighborhoods beyond their public housing complex, and few report having white friends or acquaintances in any domain (neighborhood, school, etc.).... Also, the movers do not attend neighborhood churches, which help neighbors get acquainted in many American communities. Rather, they go back to their old churches across town.... But partly because of their ethnic isolation, one-half of the mover youth (and an equal proportion of stayers) cannot think of a single adult they could count on to provide helpful advice about a school program or getting a job.274

272 Id. at 43. The study acknowledges that its analysis is subject to methodological difficulties and the property value effects are uncertain.
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Lisa Belkin, a *New York Times* journalist and author of a book on Yonkers, conducted extensive before-and-after interviews with the tenants and their opponents and described the situation in 1998:

In short, the tenants in the townhouses live in a bubble within a bubble. They are still visitors in their new neighborhoods, and they have almost no interaction with the white homeowners whose world they were sent east to change. Was this what Judge Sand envisioned when he wrote his 657-page opinion? Was it worth ten years and $260 million so that two hundred families could live in nicer homes and be ignored by their neighbors?

I asked Sand a version of this question . . . and it was the only moment during hours of conversation, that made his tone go sharp. The number of townhouses—two hundred in a city of nearly 200,000 people—was chosen by the NAACP and the Justice Department, he said. He accepted their number, but he did not choose it, and he would not comment on whether it was sufficient to remedy the perceived wrong. What he did say was that the point of all this was never integration. It was desegregation, and the differences are not merely semantic. Yonkers is, technically, desegregated. A group of people, a category if you will, is now allowed in where before it was deliberately kept out. But Yonkers is not integrated. Black and white are not woven into the same fabric, the same community. Time might accomplish that. A judge cannot.\(^{275}\)

The third question in the inquiry of the law’s effectiveness concerns the availability of more effective remedies and is more easily and categorically answered. Better alternatives existed. The *Gautreaux* plaintiffs, minority and low-income families who were no more welcome in white, middle-class neighborhoods than were their counterparts in Yonkers, used Section 8 vouchers and mobility counseling to rent private units located twenty to thirty miles from their previous central-city neighborhoods in suburbs with a higher quality of life for them and their children. Earlier, we saw that a Section 8 approach has its own serious problems. The families need help finding new housing, getting it inspected, negotiating with landlords, defraying moving expenses, and settling into an alien environment. Often, the vouchers’ value is too low to pay market rents and overcome landlords’ suspicions about subsidized tenants and the program’s administration. That said, the results are still encouraging.

Judge Sand did not have to look to Chicago for proof of this proposition. It was right there in Yonkers—literally under his nose—in the form of the Enhanced Section 8 Outreach Program (“ESOP”). ESOP was

\(^{275}\) *Belkin*, supra note 156, at 321.
created in 1993 in the wake of a suit against HUD and state, county, and Yonkers Section 8 agencies. The suit claimed that the entities were preventing families from using their Section 8 benefits to move into racially and economically mixed neighborhoods. The suit charged that these agencies refused to approve "rent exceptions" that could raise the vouchers' value so that tenants could rent in such neighborhoods, steered tenants to southwest Yonkers neighborhoods, did not do the HUD-mandated outreach to landlords in other areas, and discouraged landlords from accepting vouchers. Under the consent decree in that case, ESOP would do what the city had failed to do—try to help Section 8 tenants move out of southwest Yonkers—by seeking rent exceptions, raising voucher values, recruiting and negotiating with landlords, advising and advocating for tenants, and helping them utilize existing programs.

After eight years and operating with only three people on a $200,000 annual budget, ESOP has replicated Gautreaux's generally successful mobility program. It has moved more than 200 families to housing outside southwest Yonkers, including some into other Westchester County communities. Utilizing the maximum payment standard, ESOP is moving approximately fifty families a year into mixed neighborhoods, and it anticipates that a higher payment standard, for which it is seeking HUD approval, would substantially increase the number of families it can place there. In stark contrast, in more than twenty years, the city's Section 8 bureaucracy has moved only a handful of families outside southwest Yonkers. This paltry outcome is hardly surprising given the agency's political incentives to keep them in their ghetto.

The city's dismal performance extended as well to the separate affordable housing part of the remedy. Judge Sand required the city to secure 800 units (since reduced to 600 existing and 68 new units) for low- and moderate-income families through subsidies, inclusionary zoning arrangements, or otherwise, in existing residential neighborhoods in east or northwest Yonkers. Until the late 1990s, the affordable housing remedy was even less effective than the public housing one. The city continued to drag its feet, and private developers, who would have to build and sell 3200 market-rate units to subsidize the 800 affordable ones, found the economic incentives unattractive. Hoping to jumpstart the process, Judge Sand issued a supplemental affordable housing order in 1993 that had little effect. Consequently, in November 1996, Judge Sand required Yonkers to place eligible families in at least 100 affordable units of ra-
cially integrated housing in each of the next six years. He also set up a system of beneficiary group priorities and compliance incentives. Implementation soon bogged down, however, in disputes about whether the city qualified for compliance credits even though half or more of the families were being placed in already segregated neighborhoods.

In 1997, a new mayor, John Spencer, took office. Spencer convinced Judge Sand to allow the city to fulfill its obligation largely through its own agencies and by using existing units in order to minimize the delay and political turmoil involved in acquiring sites and building new units. Under a new plan, New York State, which Judge Sand had previously found to be partly responsible for Yonkers’s housing segregation, would designate 740 affordable units (some existing and some new, at the city’s discretion) and would pay half of the $32 million cost. Simultaneously, other sources of potential funding arose. Sussman brought the Urban Development Corporation, a potentially substantial source of new funds, into the case. Additionally, the Emergency Financial Control Board, which under state law had supervised Yonkers’s finances since 1975, decided to restore fiscal control to the city. With these developments producing some tendrils of optimism, even Judge Sand now foresaw an end to the saga.\(^2\)

Judge Sand should have known better. Disputes with the city continued. The Fair Housing Implementation Office (“FHIO”), which Judge Sand had established in the late 1980s to secure the mandated affordable housing through some combination of public subsidies and private developers, was utterly ineffective. It generated almost no affordable housing units outside southwest Yonkers.

Judge Sand seemed surprised at FHIO’s failure. But his surprise itself is surprising: Many experts had predicted its failure because it took a financial approach that made little sense even to fair-housing advocates and because of the perceived incompetence of Karen Hill, the FHIO director. Hill wanted families to own the affordable units. Yet FHIO’s eligibility criteria gave priority to public housing families with no ownership experience, in whom potential developers, co-op converters, and lenders had little interest. Many of the families, moreover, were understandably skeptical about a program that saddled them with mortgage payments and limited their ability to accumulate equity and sell at a profit. To them, FHIO’s program seemed to be mostly a downside risk.

With Judge Sand’s approval, Spencer fired Hill and assigned FHIO’s duties to a city-housing agency.\(^2\) The city agency, however, did only a

\(^{279}\) Belkin, supra note 156, at 322–24.

\(^{280}\) At the same time, Judge Sand terminated Oscar Newman, his long-time special master for the housing remedy, because his high fees, inability to secure the affordable housing, and political tin ear made him a growing liability. He replaced Newman with a business executive from Washington who had experience with development of low-income housing.
little better than FHIO. Beginning in 1998, it offered ownership of existing affordable units to 175 families. Few observers were surprised by the program’s slow pace given its continued stress on ownership and a widespread belief that the city wanted it to fail. In December 1999, an increasingly frustrated Judge Sand issued his third supplemental affordable housing order. The order imposed a new, racially defined system of priorities and city compliance bonuses. Both the city and the NAACP appealed. The city argued that the order violated the 1988 consent decree and unconstitutionally used racial criteria; Sussman attacked the order as too generous. The Second Circuit upheld the order early in 2001. The race-conscious remedy was proper, the court held, because of the city’s repeated defiance of Judge Sand’s earlier orders, the re-segregative effects of its placements, and the fact that Yonkers public housing was still substantially segregated. When the Supreme Court declined to hear either side’s appeal in December 2001, this decision became final.

Meanwhile, the ostensible point of all this legal wrangling—more affordable housing in east Yonkers—was as far from fulfillment as ever. Efforts during the late 1990s by DOJ to get HUD to issue special Section 8 vouchers to implement the Yonkers housing decree failed when HUD insisted that it lacked the authority to issue them for this purpose. DOJ lawyers then met with ESOP to explore the possibility of having the city hire ESOP to move Section 8-eligible families into better neighborhoods. Given ESOP’s track record, DOJ’s aim to place twenty-five to thirty families a year in this fashion seemed eminently feasible. The city, however, flatly refused either to hire ESOP or to use Section 8 vouchers. Instead, it hired a private non-profit organization, Housing Action Council, to run a new city-regulated, city-funded rent assistance program that drew families from the court-mandated priority list. Sussman acquiesced in this and DOJ did not object.

The city had also managed to whittle the consent decree’s original target of 800 affordable units down to 600 existing units—100 units per year for six years beginning in 1997. At the start of 2002, the final year of this arrangement, the city had provided only 200 of the promised 600 units; its programmatic alternative to Section 8 had managed to move only five families outside southwest Yonkers. After a generation of litigation and fifteen years of resolute supervision by a resourceful judge whose far-reaching remedies were affirmed by the nation’s highest court, the remedies remain mostly empty words, DOJ remains frustrated, and the minorities in Yonkers remain where they were when the litigation began, perhaps even more so because of the departure of so many whites from the city.
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V. CONCLUSION

In a review of the Yonkers case published in 2001, two political scientists provide a sweeping and pessimistic appraisal:

To the degree that any locality can stand in for the whole, Yonkers is a microcosm of the United States on [the desegregation] issue. Its history demonstrates that, even with the best intentions and a lot of power, over the long term political actors cannot or will not extensively desegregate public schools and public housing. If Americans are serious about implementing the principles of equal opportunity and racial integration, they must find other means than the forms of desegregation with which our nation has been preoccupied since the 1960s. Mandatory school desegregation and quasi-mandatory public housing desegregation are dinosaurs—appreciated by many, laughed at by some, but doomed in any case to extinction.\textsuperscript{284}

This is a harsh verdict but astute advice to anyone who would look to the courts to promote racial and class diversity and social integration in residential communities. Yonkers is indeed a microcosm of America, but fortunately its officials' open, protracted, and contemptuous defiance of the law is probably unique since the end of massive resistance to the civil rights laws of the 1960s.

This Article has discussed three major legal conflicts involving roughly similar social, economic, and political constraints on courts’ ability to protect and implement the legal rights that the judges defined, substantively or remedially, in residential diversity terms. In Mount Laurel, the New Jersey courts tried to enforce a substantive right of low- and moderate-income families to live in residential communities that they could not afford without public subsidies. In Gautreaux and Yonkers, the courts tried to enforce a substantive right to equal treatment through remedies that used racial- and income-diversity measures of families’ equal protection rights and community integration. Gautreaux has improved housing options for thousands of low-income minority families who now enjoy some of the hoped-for social, economic, and educational benefits of integration. In contrast, endless litigation in Mount Laurel and Yonkers has yielded little housing improvement and even less genuine integration. What accounts for the different outcomes?

In each case, of course, one can point to contextual differences that complicate efforts to compare and generalize, such as idiosyncratic

judges, distinctive communities, and unique political and economic conditions. Four commonalities are striking nonetheless. First, the market's pervasive influence over housing choices powerfully constrains, and often distorts, efforts by government generally and courts in particular to shape those choices. Second, a ubiquitous classism rejects the idea that people should have a right to live in a neighborhood they cannot afford. Third, politically mobilized communities strongly oppose the kinds of diversity the courts have mandated. Fourth, courts possess only the crudest, most limited tools for constructing a new vision of diversity amid these obstacles. In effect, they are trying to erect a large tent with one hand in the middle of a hurricane.285

In Mount Laurel, the legislature sized up these four conditions and promptly supplanted the courts with an administrative agency, albeit one still unable to grapple effectively with the housing market's remorseless logic. In Yonkers, a determined judge promoted his remedy with every weapon in his arsenal (plus some that arguably were not), yet they proved abjectly inadequate for the task. Like Canute facing the turbulent sea, like a general without an army, Judge Sand could not master the forces on which his plan's success depended. He had to contend with the powerful self-interest of thousands of ordinary people who feared inner-city contagion, people whose locational choices were constrained only by their income and willingness to move. He was also opposed by the city politicians who reflected and fed those anxieties, by the developers who saw little profit in low- and middle-income housing, by the neighboring, resource-rich communities to which his writ did not run, and by the city bureaucracies who had incentives to delay and subvert but not to comply. His main vision, scattered-site housing for minorities and the poor, did little more than expand subsidized housing into older, blue-collar neighborhoods near the inner city while leaving more affluent areas almost as economically and racially homogeneous as before.286

Indeed, Judge Sand's efforts probably made matters much worse. This criticism seems amply warranted when we consider the opportunity costs of his remedial decisions—particularly the better, more integrated housing that a mobility remedy would have provided to minority and other low-income families; the scarce resources squandered by the interminable legal proceedings, most of which were paid by the city's working-class taxpayers; the political scars left by the conflict; and the further segregation of a city that was 79% white in 1980 but only 50% white in 2000.287 Additionally, over two decades of litigation have left the public schools even more segregated than the city generally. In 2002, when the
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schools case was finally settled (largely for cash)—and after city and state desegregation expenditures estimated at $500 million—white students comprised only 25% of the school population, down from 65% in 1980 when the case was filed.288

Seldom if ever has so much judicial power been exerted for so long against so many officials and produced so little progress as in Yonkers.289 The culprit, of course, has always been the city government itself, not the judge who sought tirelessly to uphold the law. This cannot be emphasized enough. But neither this fact nor the fact that Yonkers is an unusually pathological case should blind us to the deeper, more structural problems that arise when the law defines, promotes, and mandates diversity in certain ways. We must go on to ask whether taking the city's flagrant defiance as a given, Judge Sand could have fashioned a more promising remedy.

Gautreaux suggests an affirmative answer. The court there faced similar resistance and seemingly endless temporizing by Chicago politicians and public housing bureaucrats. Yet the court managed to regroup and refashion its remedial approach by establishing an outreach-focused mobility program based on Section 8. This program became a national model for diversity programs (like ESOP in Yonkers) that arm families with vouchers and support services, and accompany them into the market where they can rent housing from those landlords who can be induced to accept them. Section 8 vouchers still encounter resistance from some landlords even though the program has been changed to make it more market-friendly by, for example, letting landlords use their own leases with Section 8 tenants and not requiring renewal at the tenant’s option.290 But landlord resistance tends to be isolated, of low visibility, and sometimes tractable to negotiation by groups like ESOP on behalf of voucher-holders.

As discussed above, Judge Sand’s approach was very different. His was a bricks-and-mortar, fixed-site, take-it-or-leave-it, top-down, court-designed, court-managed remedy for public housing. He did not empower the low-income families to carry money-equivalents into the market and to negotiate with landlords with the sustained assistance of highly motivated outreach and mobility specialists. Rather, he empowered the very same officials who created the problem in the first place, who had repeatedly defied the law and the court, and who had neither political nor market incentives to promote the families’ interests. In addition, although Judge Sand did initially look to Section 8 as part of his

---
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affordable housing remedy, he surrendered to Yonkers's resistance to using vouchers, and then allowed the city to substitute a limited, demonstrably failed rental assistance program of its own and to continue to violate its own promises and timetables.

Indeed, Judge Sand's tenacious effort to manage Yonkers housing markets from his courtroom was even less auspicious than the command-and-control regulation that has performed so poorly in so many different policy domains. By forcing families into public housing clusters, he created a highly visible target against which the community could easily stigmatize and mobilize, a target with few defenders besides the court. Had Judge Sand deployed his legal authority on behalf of a well-designed, well-supported Section 8 remedy as forcefully as he deployed it in pursuit of his bricks-and-mortar approach, the result would almost certainly have been better for low-income and minority people in Yonkers.

Diversity policymakers can draw at least one clear lesson from our case studies of residential integration. Neighborhoods are complex, fragile, organic societies whose dynamics outsiders cannot readily understand, much less control. A court demanding the implementation of a diversity ideal that a neighborhood's residents do not share, and will strenuously resist, cannot conscript the housing market to do its bidding as it might be able to conscript a public bureaucracy (though problematically, and in Yonkers's case, perversely). A court that mandates this diversity over such resistance is bound to impair its legitimacy and effectiveness. Recalcitrant neighborhoods are more likely to allow for diversity when it comes with money or other things of value, although even this may not assuage residents' fears. Government-sponsored dispersal and integration of poor and minority families into resistant white, middle-class neighborhoods can succeed, if at all, only when done in a small, carefully orchestrated, and low visibility way. Voucher-type mobility remedies are necessary for this even if they are not always sufficient. The alternative, alas, is probably some version of the ongoing Yonkers imbroglio.
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